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Bulk of Bracy lawsuit is margin of offer, price
sm

8" Annf' Flasza

SiaffWriter

Thf' $925,000 difference between the owner's price for the
Bracy Building in Marion and
the state's offer to buy it is the
bulk of the money sought in a
breach of contract suit filed
Tuesday against SIU.
Marion e;ttorney James
Powless filed the suit in Illinois
Cnurt of Claim;:; on behalf of
Virgima Cline, owner of the
building.
The suit, which alleges that

exercised its option to
purchase the building through
letters exchanged with the Cline
in August of 1982, seek.s a totRi of
$1,144,238.93 in damages on two
counts.
Cline imormed University
officals of a $1.6 miilion price
tag on the property when a lease
on the building was signed in
September of 1981. Last April,
the Illinois Capital Development
Board offered Cline $675,000 for
the property on behalf of SIU.
Cline is now seeking that
difference plus damages for

what is claimed to be unpaid
rent on the building and damage
to the structure.
A total of 5196,994.93 in rent
for about one year and seven
months is also sought. Arter the
University's $120,000 one-year
le~,se or: the property expired in
Sepiember of 1982, the school
maintained the building without
further lease payments under
Cline's permission
In a letter sent from Clarence
Dougherty, vice president for
campus services, to Ha!'Q
Melvin, Cline's sun and iegal

representative at that time.
Dougherty asked that the
University be allowed to rptain
custody of the building under
the lease arrangements
"pending the determination of
availability of funds for the
purchase. "
And although the funds were
never released through the state
Bureau of the Budget, the ~;uit
claims that through an at>propriation made in !982, [he
funds to purchase the building
were l! .... ailable.

Gus says the University dOP5 its
share to keep the lawvers From
bf'ing short of wor~
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Housing hoard rules
it can't hear complaint
Bv Phil :\liIano
Siaff Writer

The Carbondale Fair Housing
Board does not have
jurisdication
over
a
discrimination complaint filed
by a Carbondale woman, the
board decided on Wednesday.
However, the board agreed to
write & letter of referral to the
proper state and fede "al
authorities, requesting that they
investigate the complaint.
Andrea Stephens, who filed
the complaint with the board on
Tuesday, said she would file a
cew one with the Division for the
Enforcement of Civil and Equal
Ri~hts in the Attorney General's
Of.ice in Springfield on Thur-.
sday. The board said Stephens
could also file a complaint with
the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development.
The comnlaint claims
Stephens was de,1ied a chance to
rent a trailer after the landlord,
William Lipe, Route 7, Carbondale, discovered her male
roommate was black.

Complainant
to file ulith state
Board member Don Carlton
said, "There probably isn't a
question that there is a violation
of Fair Housing Hoard rules, but
we don't have a:1Y power to do
something abou. it." It the
board did have juridisdiction,
an informal meeting between
the parties involved would have
beefl the next step in the process
to resolve the matter.
The board does not have
jurisdiction because the trailer
involved is outside city limits,
accordmg to Pa: McMeen,
assistant city attorney.
Stephens said her intention h
filing the complaint was "to let
him (Lipe) know that he can'l
discrilninate against mf'
because my boyfriend is black."
The trailer is located north of

Glendale School on Route 7, and
south of Carbondale Industrial
ParK. Although the school and
park are located within :::ity
limits, the area between thel~ is
not.
The city is r,ole to make
zoning and subdivision laws for
any area within L5 miles of city
limits. Carbondale NAACP
Pr"5ident Al Ross, who is
assistin!!, Stephens, argued that
since the city gave Lipe the
power to do business in the area
where the trailer is located, it
should be able to curtail that
power.
McMeen said l'le 1.5 mile rule
applied specifically to zoning
and subdivision matters. She
said Jackson County does not
have a regulatory agency to
deal with discrimination
matters, so it would not be able
to help.
The board voted to write
referral letters to the Illinois
Attorney General's Office and to
HUI;.

U.s. House OKs hi]l to Inake
hiring illegal aliens unlawful
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House, in
an effort to discourage foreigners from
crossing the border'!' of the United States
in search of work, voted Wednesday to
make it a crime to hire illegal aliens.
Anyone hiring three or more unlawful
aliens would be violating the law. He
would get a warning (or a first offense
and a fine for second offenses. The fines
could go as high as $2,000 for each

violation
Under a Senate-passed bill, a person
guiiLy of a "continued pattern of offenses" could go to jail for six months.
Opponents urge"! J:'ejecti(ln, argu;ng it
would lead to discri1~.!natio.. agair'st all
Hispanics in this country, whethe. here
legally or not.
But the House voted 304-120 to reject
an alternative offered by the ch:lmber's

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy

Any takers?

Even the lemonade business can be slow when the mercury soars to
more than 95 d~grees, but Todd Hutchinson. 11, waited patiently for
thirsty customers on U,S, 51 South Wednesday_

Hispanic bloc, ..-Jhich called for increasing enforcement of existing labor
laws to discourage exploiting illegal
immigt'lnt labor
Penalties for hiring illegal aliens are
the enforcement heart of a bill designed
to curtail the flow of millions of unlawful
immigrants.
Another key element woul<:l allow
illegal aHens who have lived in the
United States since 1982 to stay legally
and uldmately apply for citizenship if
they can show th.:y have jobs, good
moral character and good health and
are unlikely to become wards of the
state.

The Senate bill carries a similar if less
lenient amnesty. Differences will be
ironed out after the House acts on the
bill.
Sponsors of the House's irnmlg1'ation
control bill scoffc-d at the Hispanic bloc's
plan and said .t was intended to scuttle
their effort to stem theinflux of workers
over U.S. borders.
"If this amendment is adopted, the bill
is killed," said Rep. Romano L. l\Iazzoli.
D-Ky. "It is dead in the water; it g.-.es
nowh~!'e."

The amendment was offered by Rep.
Edward Roybal, D-Calif..

This GjWorning I~!~;en app;I~!:~~~~~;~~~{[~

Partly SODny, hot and hL!mid; hIgh .!15.

GI education plan nixed
3
'Ghostbusters' is nutty
8
Baptist center to reopen
9
Celt tradition prevails
Sports,16

Eleven staff members, ineluding six new commissioners,
have been appoint~ to the
executive branch of the Undergradu'ite
Student
Organization by President Andy
Leighton.
Caroline Dwan will head the
Academi-: Affairs Commission
starting in the fall semester.

Council, will head the commission until then.
East side Sen. Charmaine
Harr;s will head the Minority
Affairs Commission starting in
the fall. West side Sen. Nina
Keith will head the commission
until then. Steve Rosengarden
heads the Housing, Tuition and
Fees Commission.
Thompson Point Senator

Mark Styninger, previously the
president of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, will head the City
Affairs Commission starting in
the fall. Micheal Majchrowitz,
aD independent senator, is
acting commissioner until then.
Troy Brown. who previously
handled promotions for Car·
See L'SO, Page 2

Wews GRoundup

Twisters, floods hit Midwest
as heat wave blisters Northeast
By the Associated Press

Tornadoes and flash noods
renewed an assault on the
Midwest on Wednesday,
wrecking homes and swamping
cars. as a deadly heat wave
returned to the N/,' .heast and a
tropical depression headed to
Florida.
Two 4'!lderly people drowned
when U,,~ir car was swept away
by noodwaters from 8-inch rains
near Lincoln, Neb., bringing the
toll of weather-related deaths
since tt.e weekend to 17, including 13 who died in a heat
wave in the Northeast and two
killed by a tornado in South
Dakota.
As the mercury climbed back
into the high numbers in the
East after a one-day break,
about 200 elementary students
were overcome by heat
exhaustion at a school in
Mullica Township in southern
New .Jersey and a prison inmate

died of heat stroke in Pennsylvanili. About 70 of the
students were treated at two
hospitals, but only two were
admitted.
Temperatures hit a record !16
in Atlantic City, N.J., prompting
early dismissals at several
nearby schools, including
Pennsauken High School where
in recent days a few male
students had taken to wearing
miniskirts to get around a dress
code that prohibits shorts.
Records for the date also were
broken or tied in Boston, f¥I;
Hartford, Conn., 96, and
Scranton, Pa., 92. It was 94 in
New York City and f¥I in
Washington and Richmond, Va.
Meanwhile, a tropical
depression with 3o-mph winds a potential hurricane - moved
inland at St. Augustine, Fla.,
during the morning.
At Citronelle, Ala .. a bolt of
lightning stuck an oil tank farm
Tuesday _ night, sparking a

Storm forces DC-9 crash landing
RGMULUS, Mich. (AP) - A USAir DC-9 jet crash-landed on
a runway at Detroit Metropolitan Airport on Wednesday as
the pilot tried to abort a b~nding in a severe thunderstorm, and
five of the 55 people aboarrl suffered minor injuries, an airline
spokesman said.
A gust of wind apparently forced the plane onto the runway
as the pilot was retracting the landing gear to make another
l;)8SS at the airport, said David Shipley, USAir assistant vice
president for public affairs in Washington, D. c.

spectacular blast and fire that
destroyed seven tanks holding
1,500 gallons of petroleum
products each.
Violent t!.understorms hit for
a second straight day from
eastern Colorado to Michigan.
In Lincoln, Neb., where 8
inches of rain fell in 24 hours,
police said there were dozens of
report'! of people in cars and
hcOJSeS trapped by high water,
and cars swept off roads.
A Nebraska State Patrol
helicopter rescued three people
from a farm near Friend after
boats could not negotiate the
swift water from overflowing
Turkey Creek. Five people were
injured in south-central
Nebraska on Tuesday night
when a tornado leveled four
farmhouses near Bruning. The
town was sealed off by
authorities hecause of the
danger caused by downed power
lines in standing water, officials
said.

Legislation might aid ailing bank
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The Illinois Senate gave
preliminary approval to legislation that would help the ailing
~~~:~~~}~~:;'~~i~~l:~~~.Bank by allowing it to merge
Without debate, the Senate approved amendments that
would loosen state law so Continental could be bought by an
out-of-state bank, should that become necessary. Under
current state law, Continental could only merge with an
Illinoi~ or foreign bank.
The 1mended bill is expected to be put to a final vote
:r'hursday, and does not appear to have sign;ficam aoposition
'n the Senatp..

Greylord deliberations to resume
CHICAGO (AP) -- A federal jury will resume negotiations
Thursday morning in the case of a s:Jspended Cook County
judge charged with a.:cepting thoUS:lnds of dollars in bribes
for favorable rulings;~ the nation's largest court system.
The six-man, si'(-woman federal jury, which began
deliberati ...!'.5 Wednesday morning in the case of John Mur\ phy, the fll'St judg~ to be tried in the Operation Grt!ylord investigation of corruption in the courts, recessed about 7 p.m.
without reaching a verdict.

USO: Eleven appointed to staff
Conl!!;...,eO from Page 1
bondale Cleanup day, will head
the Public Relations Commission.
D~'!id Strong, Leighton's
campaign secretary-treasurer,
is chief of staff. Micheal Zurek,
former Trojan party supporter,
is the aSSistant chief ci staff.
Perry Lewin is tt:e communications coordinator.
Michael Spires, who fmished
third in tt.e presidential race as
a write-in candidate, is the
executive assistant.
Mary Coffey, Action l>arty
chairwoman, is acting administrative assistant.
Leighton said that he hopes to
appoint at least 10 students to
each commission.
"The emphasis is on
recruitment," said Leighton.
Several
meetings
are
scheduled, he said, where he
will enter classes to recruit
students 'or the commissions.
Students who have majors or
degrees in areas useful to a
particular commission will have
a chance to apply their learning,
he said, but "there is something

for everyone.'
Recruitment is already taking
place, said Leighton, and a
framework is being put together
for the "to~ priority" voter
registration driv". i'he drive is
planned for the fall, he said, and
will include an issues rally,
tentatively scheduled for October.
"The King March in Chicago
had 700 speCial interest groups
represented," said Leighton.
"We want at least 17 special
interests to share a platform."
The goal of the rally would be to
inform students of the issues, he
said, and to give them a reason
to vote.
"We're also hoping to work
with the Student Programming
Council to bring in movies that
deal with ls'!ues," said
Leighton. He mentioned movies
such as "Fail Safe" and "China
Syndrome," both of which deal
with nuclear holocaust.
Leighton said that as the USO
updates the SIU-C Student
Directory students will be asked
if they 8rP. refi[istered to vote.
"This way we can at least see

who is registered," he said. If
the budget allows, he explained,
the data could be broken down
demographically
and
regi,;tration information could
be provided !()r unregistered
students.
An attempt will be made to
improve voter turnout in
student government elections as
well, according to Leighton.
"You had to be determined to
vote," said Leighton of last
spring's elections. "You had to
go out of your way." Leighton
said he hopes to provide more
voting locations for the next
student elections.
"There's a lot of apathy due to
lack of leadership," said
Leighton. He said that last year
the "parties weren't vocal
enough."

Renowned architect dies at 81
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) - Nathaniel Alexander Owings. a
renowned architect and engineer who designed Chicago's
John Hancock Center and the C;1ase Manhattan Bank in New
York, died Wednesuay at age8l.
Owings died at his home in Jacona, north of Santa Fe.
Owings, who in 1936 co-founde-.! the architectural and
engineerinl firm of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, also
designed the l'enecting basin in front of the U.S. Capitol and
the Oakland, COllif., Coliseum.
Owings' other private commissions included the Union
Carbide Building and the Lever House in New York.

(USPS 1692201

The new USO will stress
cooporation over partisanship
among its 111 Action, 17 Trojan
an~ Utree independent senators,
said Leighton.

Ut~:s';~ddail~ in the Journalism and Egyptian Laboratorv :',londa\
during sum:~ t:::nogbreg: ar semesters an,d Tuesday throu~h Frida~
T' 'Id'
(; .. _ d
Y uthern IIhr.'lls l mverslty Ci>IJlIJlUnkatlOn.
,UI log: ar",·~ ale. IL6290l. Second class postage paid 'at Carbondale II'
urEditoPhrlal an,j ousmess offices located in Corr.!!'!.II1icahons Buildin~ N~rlt
~'b
on.~ 5J&.J3Il. Vernon A. Stolle. fis;:al officer.
..
UniledSC~~~ ra~e;..re $30.00 per year or $17.50 for six months ,..jthm the
-:ounlries. s an
00 per year or $3000 for SIX months in all forl'ij!n

"We'r.e tI1'iJ:lg to build unity,
not partisanship," he said.
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Senate defeats GI education benefits

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate, after some fast
parliamentary footwork by
Republican leaders and Vice
President George Bush,
reversed itself on Wednesday
night and defeated 47-45 a
peacetime revival of GI Bill
education benefits for military
men and women.
Earlier in the evening, the
GOP-dominated Senate approved the program 51-46 in a
test vote during the often-bitter
debate,
including
one
Rp.publican's suggestion that
Budget Diredor David
Stockman had deliberately
avoided service during the
Vietnam years. A Stockman
aide declined to reply.

The measure would have
entitled both current and future
soldiers to $~0,800 or more when
they leave the ser lice to attend
colleges or tt;chnical schools.
The preliminary victory sent
Majority Leader Howard Baker
Jr. and Armed Services
Chairman John Tower. RTexas, scrambling to reverse
the outcome on technical
grounds Though President
Reagan once promised to ask
Congress to revive the GI Bill.
terminated in 1976, the administration strongly opposed
the measure, sponsored by
Republican Sens. William
Armstrong of Colorado, William
Cohen of Maine, and many
oth<!rs.

As Bush was rushed to the
chamber to preside - and cast
tie-!lreaking votes, if necessary
- Baker and other GOP leaders
changed enough votes to prevail
on a series of procedural
challenges, including a ruling
by Bush that Armstrong's
original bill was "out of order."
That forced the Colorado
senator to start the debate anew
with a second draft.
The final, two-vote defeat
came 0\1 Tower's motion to table
-- kill -- Armstrong's second
version. "Tl,ey finally got us by
a vote or two," conct"<ied the
Coloradan, who had pushed th~
measure for the last five years
"But we'll be back again."
After that '.5·hour struggle.

the Senate swiftly approved, 72- time when all the ,ervlces are
20, a far more modest proposal, enjoying banner recruiting
sponsored by Ohio Democrat years, and suggested it was
John Glenn, which would designed more to win votes ~n
.provide educational benefits to November than to enhance the
a limited number of new nation's military posture.
recruits - and then only if they
New recruits would have been
agree to a $250-per·month cut in offered up to $300 per month in
pay for two years of active future education benefIts for up
service.
to 36 filonths of service. Those
Glenn's measure, as amended who agreed to serve in highly
by Tl'wer, would be a four-year specialized or hardship
experiment limited to just 12,500 positions - such as Army
recruits each of those years. conlbat teams - could qualify
They would receive $500 per for three times that amount.
month for 36 months - four Men and women with at least 10
academic years - of college years service could qualify for
after comp'eting their tours.
up to $18,000 in education
Opponents decriec' the more benefits, thoug~ one-third of
sweeping Armstronf pro[>O-"...1! that amount would be deducted
as costly and unnecessary at a from their pay.

Commission bemoans area economic evaluation
By Jim Ludeman
Staff Writer

The Greater Egypt Regional Planning
and Development Commission, a
commission made up of elected
representatives from Jackson, Perry,
Williamson, Jefferson and Franklin
counties, is not too happy with the way
the state of Illinois has described their
area.
The Illinois Department of Commerce
and Community Affairs recently

released a rive year economic
development strategy.
According to Ike Kirkikis, executive
director of the Greater Egypt Commission, the problem is that the DCCA
report on Southern Illinois says nothing
positive about the area.
"There is no identification of assets
that can l" built on," he said. "If I were
an invllStor, and I had to go by the
report, I sure wouldn't invest in
Southern Illinois."
Kirkikis said he had no argu. ",;

with what the state is trying to do, but
there were no assets to be found in the
report on Southern Illinois. Kirkikis
attributed this mainly to a lack of information on the part of the DCCA.
'GERPDC would like to work with the
DCCA to improve the emphasis of the
report and provide the necessary information, he said.
Some of the assets of the region,
Kirkikis said, are Southern Illinois
University, which he described as a
"major research institution," and the

mining industry, which Kirkikis said
produces about 45 percent of the state's

coal.

The primary goals of the DCCA plan
are to promote economic growth and
unemployment reduction, at rates
supenor to national rates. One way it
intends to do this is by formulating
"component areas" based on common
economic traits and geographic
proximity of the involved counties.

small is beautiful...
Come join us and find out why.
Church of the Good Shepherd
United Church of Christ
Orchard & Schwartz
Carbondale
9: 30 Sunday morning
457·2232, 457·5479

ty ~oe Young, Blues
TONIGHT, 8pm, Old A:\ain Mall
Sponsored by SPC. me ,stUdent Center,
and the Carbondale Park District.
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Convention center
alive, still not well
IT COULD be called The Project That Wouldn't Die.
In 1973, a group of Carbondale businessm· n, concerned about
revitalizing the downtown area, proposed a building project involving a hotel-conference center.
The project was to ~ a joint effort by city officials, the Chamber
of Commerce and private local investon to buy property on the
comer of Walnut and South Illinois streets, tear down the existing
buildings and put up a convention center, a parking garage, and a
hotel on the location.
Eleven yean and many arguments, much maneuvering and very
little progress later, the project is still alive. However, the focus of
attention on the project has become far removed from the original
plan.

CT

.";;.Letter~--.-- ---~

An t -a bo rt'l 0 n 'IS ts part
0 if assau It 0 n fire edo m
4
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ROSE MARIE Nowaki's
letter !DE, May 9) ccmnecting the issue of abortion
with that of birth control
should effectively lay to rest
the myth that the antiabortion movement is a
"single issue" group.
The movement IS a com, ponent of an overall attem~t
on the part of the Cathollc
hierarchy, it's fo\lowen, and
fundamentalist Christians to

::U~:i~~~~ fr~d:~s

c::d

enforce compliance with
Judeo-Christian principles
through the estabhshment of
a de facto Christian
theocracy.
SUCH A state might appear
benign in its de facto stage;
however, as it proceeded to a
de jure state, it is quite likely
that it would equal the fundamentalist Moslem state
under the AYATOLLAH
KHOMEINI IN ITS EX-

NOW, TH~ (:onvention center project is caught up in a quagmire
ul grant, bond, and ~ntee hassles. A set I}f bonds to finance the
project had been issued in 1981, guaranteed by the Farn:m-'s Home
CESSES.
Administration (FmHA), but they became unusenbie because of
Nowaki mentioned that,
the many delays in the project.
prior to 1930, all the Christian
A second set of bonds is due to be issued, but :IOW there is the
churches condemned the use
problem of who will guarantee these. FmHA no longer guarantees
of contraceptives; however,
such bonds. However, there is a possibility that the agency might
she failed to mention that, for
transfer it's original guarantee to the new set of bonds.
Stan Hore, owner of the Carbondale Holiday Inn and the driving
many decades, both federal
and state governments
force behind the convention center protect, ,resented an alternative plan last month, in which the city 0 Carbondale would I sought to deny their access to
guarantee the entire amount of the bonds, through its taxing
public through various
authority.
laws.
Dissemination of birth
THIS PLAN is unacceptable to the U.S. Department of Housing
control information was
and Urban Development, which has given the city a $2 million land
banned as being "obscene"
acquisitio:1 grant for the project, with the undentanding, HUD
under provisions of the antisays, that private investon would be sharing in the risk for the
pornography Comstock
project. Hoye's plan would leave the city with the risk. City officials
LaWS.
and taxpayen ought to be concerned about that, too.
THE L'\WS were named
At this time, though, both Hoye and the city are agreed on what
after their sponsor, Anthony
neejs to be done. They and U.S. Rep. Paul Simon are scheduled to
Comstock, then secretary of
meet with FmHA and BUD officials Thunday in Washington to
the New York Society for the
discuss the possible FmHA guarantee of the loan and the retentioo
Suppresion of Vice, a man
of the BUD grant. City Manager Bill Dixon calls this meeting
whose
accomplishrnent!l in
"pivotal," because it is the first time that everyone involved with
his first eight yean with this
the project will be able to sit fa~tc>-face to discuss the situation.
organization included
compiling a dossier of over
IF THE two agencies can be con~ that their hell' would not
976,000 names and addresses
be for nothing, then the convention cf:nb~ project can finally get
of
persons on mailing lists for
rolling. If not, Hoye and the city are baek where they started.
pornography. Feminist
The convention center project was inteairled tu be a joint venture
Margaret
Sanger, who
between city and private investon. If it is slICcessful, it will show
opened an illegal birth
what cooperation between the city and business community and
control
clinic
in 1915 and
determination on both sides can accomplisll. If it fails, it could
disseminated birth control
mean the unfortunate end of city-business cooperation.
information
in
her
paper, The
Both sides have much to lose and much to gain in this project. For
Woman Rebel, was arraigned
that reason, if nothing else,let's hope that the project that wouldn't
for violating the Comstock
die continues to live.

"..
I

Laws, and fled to Europe to
avoid prosecution.
On the state level, laws
ranged from outright bans to
harassment of those seeking
C'Jntraceptives. It was nr!
until 1966 that the last of
these state laws was revoked.
THE JUDEO-<:HRISTIAN
philosophy is anti-sexual in
that it adv~ates abstinence
except for the purpose of
procreation. The Bible is
sexist in that a woman who

conclUSions, and have a
membership willing to
support its conclusions. While
less than 30 percent of the
population supports pornography, thus making it an
attractive target, the danger
is that the results of such a
commission may well be used
to make sex education in
public schools reflect narrow,
archaic Christian values, and
even interfere with academic
freedom in the study of
sexuality in institutions of

'The recently announced intent to create a
Presidential Commission on Pornography
is a mOfJe by the Reagan Administration to
mOfJe ahead toward a de facto theocracy.'
gives up her virginity
voluntarily is subject to being
stoned to death; yet there is
no punishment for a man who
takes a woman prior to
marriage. The Bible further
demeans women by condemning neither r~pe or
abuse of women. While the
takin~ of a woman by force is
mentIoned in Deuteronomy
22, venes 22-29, it is only
concerned with virgins; and
in the case of a man who
rapes an unespoused virgin,
it sets his punishment as
taking her in marriage, and
paying her father 50 sheckels
of silver (about $75).
Some Christians might
argue that the New
Testament changes women's
status; however, I Peter,
Chapter Ill, verses 1-6,
demands women be in
"subjugation" to their
husbands, "Even as Sarah
obeyed Abraham, calling him
lord," and in verse 7
describes them as being
"weaker vessels."
THE RECENTLY announced intent to create a
Presidential Commission on
Pornography is a move by
the Reagan Administration to
move ahead toward a de
facto theocracy. Like
Reagan's Commission on
Hunger, it will be fn:-med
with a set of preconc.~; .. ~

higher learning.
While the preconceived
results may draw plaudits
from some feminists, their
support of this '!ffort at
censorship will be tragic as
women's rights will b:crushed under a theocratic
state.
THE VIEW that a
theocracy under Christians
under the Ayatollah
Khomeini in its excesses.
alarmist in nature. The excesses in Iran pale when
compared to the use of the
wheel and rack as instruments of torture in the
Catholic Inquisition, Rnd the
smell of bodies burning at the
stake under both Catholic and
Puritan rule. It must be
remembered there are many
pagans, such as myself, some
of whom practice witchcraft - both Black and White. And
the Bible does say, "thou
shalt suffer no witch to live."
Freedom has illways
seemed to be a frp.~ile and
almost ephemeral thing. It
has been one of history's
tragedies that so often it has
been allowed by humans to
slip away, almost unnoticed
until it is finally gone. Robert ·r. Phillips, Carbondale

Reagan doesn't extend his charity to entire country
RONALD
REAGAN'£
Mother's Day visit to a bome for
the elderly poor was in keeping
with his personal at~ent1veness
to society's forgotten. Few
modem presidents have been as
personally involved witb
charitable groups as Reagan.
He is comfortable in his involvements, whether it is over a
meal with the old folks at a
Little Sisten of the Poor bome
or among children in an inoercity classroom.
One on one, be's all beart.
Wheo it's one OD 200, or one on
two million, the impersonal
takes over and the cllaritable
pulsebeat stops. The most
striking example of this
deadnef.s is Reagan's current
effort to monkey with, and
perhaps severely damage, the
Combined Federal Campaign,
tbe federal government's
philanthropic payroll-deduction

program.

THIS IS no small mother lode.
Workplace donations from
federal employees totaled $109
Page 4, Daily Egyptian, June 14, 191M
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Colman
McCarthy
Washington Post
Writers Group
million in 1983, a jump of 9
percent over 1982. The Combined Federal Campaign <CFC)
is the nation's largest charity
drive.
Instead of celebrating the new
signa of increased generosity,
the Reagan administration,
through the Office of Personnel
Management, is straining to
burt millions of citizens who
depend on charities funded
through the CFC. In mid-April,
OPM proposed regulations that

would limit choiCes federal
employees have to dii'ect their
money to specific charities.
Brochures describing the fund's
charities would not be allowed
nor would prospective donon be
provided a list of eligible
groups.
LAST YEAR, more charities
were described in the
brochures. That parUy explains
the 9 percent increase in
donations. People knew where
their money was going and
which groups were out there,
especially the smaller charities
with low promotional budj{ets.
Interest was stirred. Donafd J.
Devine of OPM defends his
proposed regulation by arguing
that federal employees will still
be able to write in the name of
any charity they want to support. At bearings before the
<k!ernment Operations Su~
committee, Devine presented
himself as Mister Generosity
rADd feWted sbock that anyone
would think otherwise.
It was a boorish ploy. Few in

the hearing room - and least of
all the subcommittee chairman,
Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) were unaware that the latest
proposal was another attack on
groups that the Reagan administration would prefer,
putting it charitably, to destroy.
Last year, Reagan tried the
easy way: signing an executive
order that excluded from the
CFC any charity that engaged
in "advocacy, lobbying or
litigation."
THIS WAS part of the rightwin~ crusade to "defund the
left. ' Except its aim, as usual,
was off. Groups like Save the
Children, the American Kidney
Fund and the American
Foundation for the Blind would
now also lose out. This
politicizing of charity went
nowbere in the courts, which
further convinces the right tMt
the world is against it. First a
U.S. district court ruled that
Reagan's order violated the
Constitution by limitil'g
charities' rights to free speech.

The administration appealed
the decision. It lost again.
AT THE hearings, Devine
took shelter in evasiveness,
distortions and witlessness.
Barney Frank, who had just
beard from spokespeople for
dozens of charities who opJlOS4:d
the new rules, forced Devme to
concede tbat the OPM
regulations would likely lead to
a decrease in contributions. One
estimate of the loss is $30
million.
This needless assault on the
CFC means that the poor, the
handicapped and the powerless
are doubly vulnera~le from the
Reagan administratioo. It fint
cuts their social programs and
then tries for second cuts by
regulations overwhelmin~iy
opposed by the charities it is
claiming to help.
Face-tc>-face with people who
burt, Reagan would be too
kindly and fainninded to try
this. Removed from the pain, he
is an ideologue who will try
anything.

Barber seeks World's Fair curios - )rom 1893
CHICAGO (AP) -- While
politicitlru. haggle about the
particulars of the dty's 1992
World's Fair and whos going to
foot the bill, a Southwest Side
barber is trying to find a
Chicago World's Fair guard's
uniform - from 1893.
"I have parts of two unibrms,
but I lack a pair of pants and a
cap," says Russell Riberto.
Riberto, ~2, is ~ member of
the. World. s Fair Collectors
Society, which he says has about
1,000 members nationwide.
"Each of us collects different
fairs," he sai<j. "I specialize in.

IN13. But items from the 1893
fair are extremely rare."
Riberto started hi':> hobby
about ~ year; ago wh..:'1 the
BeatIes and long hair became
popular and his barber-shop
business fell off.
Now his collection fills th'!
basement and a couple of rooms
in his suburban Evergreen Park
home, plus some nearby
garag~ he rents. He ,~oes s~1I
some Ite~s, because my :;Vlfe
keeps yellmg at me to get nd of
the stuff."
Riberto finds things h~ wants
by advertising in antique

magazines and traveling.
Society members also have
their own grapevine.
"A lot of these items you can't
get from people on the street,"
he say~. "They think an item is
worth a million dollars. They
don't know it has a limited
value. But we know how much
an item is worth to another
collector."
Ribe~o'~ 1893 World's Fair
collection mcludes a badge, a
sword and a coat from a guard's
uniform.
"The coat doesn't have a moth
hole in it," he says. "It could be

Wellness, Women's centers cited
The Wellness Center and the
Women's Center of Carbondale
have been recognized for
"outstanding contributions to
community health."
The Jackson County Community MelJlal Health Center
cited the two grnups during an
awards dinner at Touch of
Nature. The Women's Center
was cited for its provision of

shelter, counseling and services
to those suffering from family
abuse or sexual assault.
The Wellness Center was
recogrJ7P.d for its "promotion of
holistic health values,
lifestyling and non-alcoholic
good times, and its· outreach
initiatives fo: preventive selfcare."

Hugh Muldoon of the Mental
Health Center said the awards
were given "to highlight
positive human service contributions to our community's
well being."
"Too often," he said,"the
work of dedicated staff and
volunteers goes unrecognized
anc is taken for granted in their
owncommu·dty."
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Museum sets
MFA exhihit
of sculptures
The MFA thesi!l exhibit of Bob
Smith, who} started graduate
school at SIU-C in 1982, will be
on display in the University
Museum's Mitchell Gallery in
Quigley Hall Friday through
June 22.
An openil1g reception will be

he~~ft~~ 6 ~~8;:t ~:!~litS

of
sculptures made from a variety
of materials such as clay,
styrofoam; asphalt, wood and
paint.
Smith received his bachelur of
art in education degree at the
University of MiSSissippi in
1980. He taught for two years in
Sardis, Miss., as an art instructor for gifted and talented
students.
The University Museum is
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday, when
SIU-C classes are in session.
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Cool off with lcey Frozen
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$1.00
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3S~ Drafts
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The chapter then went on
to a~ ;~ve second place in
the sixth national AAF
competition held in Denver
on June 2nd.
In this year's compeaon,
students developed ad
campaigns for Tandy-Radio
Shack's TRS-80 personal
computer.
The Presentation team consisted of:
Back Row, <left to right>, Tom Blim, of Mount Prospect;
Lisa Tecklenburg, of Du Quoin; Bill Salzman, of Marion; the
Alternative, AAF President, Frank Masuga, of Casey; and

Other members include:

-MroR •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• WtDiamR.Sa_
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ............................. Dave Braakman
ASSISTANT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Brad AmoId
ASSlSTA.N'I' ........................................ Kevin[)onaJd

6 VOlT SIZES FROM $8.91

BAS

The School of Journalism
chapter of the American
Advertising Federation won
first-place in the sixth
district AAF competition
held in Chicago, April 11th.

D1REcroR ..................................... LeeA.ZobrisI
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR .......................................................... Karin WilliarD!!

1lZE. TO AT IIOST
ANO uP IIOTORCYCLlIIAK!.

V~rm\

SIU-IAAFIAmerican Advertising Federation

~

11 VOL'

:reo Weekend

ce~tulalion4

FACULTl' ADV/.SI)R •••••••••••• " .................. WdliamA._
PRESIDENT ..................................... Frank P. Masup
VICE PRESIDENT ................................. Karla G. Evenling
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Textiles exhibit
set at museum
The Masters of Fine Arts
exhibit of Jean L. Price, including work in textiles, acrylic
paints, paint sticks and canvas,
will be in the University
Museum in Faner Hall beginning Friday and running
through June 24.
An opening reception is
scheduled for Friday from 6 to E
p.m.
One of Price's works, an installation piece titled
"Celebration Triptych," allows
the viewer to 5e'a the work as a
who'~ or wander through it to
enjcy the detail of the layers.
University Museum hours are
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 1:30 to 4:30
p.m. on Sunday.

8:l

worn tomorrow. It's beautiful." in Jackson Park on Chicago's
Riberto is willing to pay "a South Side.
couple of hundred dollars each"
The bride and groom wore
for a cap 3nd a pair of pants
from the 1893 fair. An amateur \\ dding apparel from that era
historliln, he says he'll be able to and arrived by gondolas - which
authenticate the items.
Riberto says were used ex~
When Riberto talks about the tensively at the 1893 fair. The
1893 fair, he sounds as if he had ceremony was performed on the
front steps of the Museum or'
actually been there.
In April 1979 Riberto Science and Industry, which
arranged for an' 18S3-style was built for the 1893 fair.
wedding of two fellow collectors
The Chicago r.ity Council has
- now Mr. and Mrs. Tom Did- been debating whether to hold
dies of Boylltun Beach, Fla. - on the 1992 fair on the lakefront or
the site of the 1893 World's Fair farther south.

ASSISTAN1' .......................................... ~ ............................ Michael Madden
ASSISTANT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• John McClure
ASSISTANT .......................................................................... Tocn Miller
ASSISTANT •••••••••••••• ; ....................... Ah Lye Ng
ASSISTANT ...................................... ScoI1Pllol
ASSIST ANI' ........................................................................... llaureeu 'ntODe

~ ...................................... ThomasJ. BliJn

Lee Zobrist, of Highland. Front Row, Karla Everding, of

Redbud; and Faculty Advisor, William "Butch" Nevious.

~~~'!'!".~~ ..............................

LynetteD. Sarg....
ASSISTANT D1REcroR •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1·.ma Scbierer
ASSIST....vr ..................................... H. BryaaSlolI

&Mr~~ .....................................

MarilynBusoe
ASSISTANT D1R£CTOR ........................................................ Lee WilIialDS
ASSlSTA."IT ............................................................ Daniel Harman
....<;S\l'lTANT ..................................... Julie KnopoIJ
ASSISTANT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Joy Krusemart<
ASSISTANt' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• RicIlStevens

tm'lt':~.................................. Da... Hlggins
Contributing Students: Bill Averill, Nancy Curran, Kevin
ji'il'cher, Darla Hartwig, Julie Jones, Ronda Levi, Sharon
Neier, Joe Reich, Denise Rychlewski, Mari Schultz, Leann
White. Melissa Yost.

ASSISTANT DIR£CTOR ........................................................ I..i:aa Tecklenburl

ASSISTANT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •• ~ ••••••• Vlf"Iinia BeesoD.
ASSlSTAN"T •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jelf Her1naD

Special Than~s to SIU-C lecturers Kristen Dollase and Steve
Lane.
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ACROSS
I Strike
5 Vehicle
gOral
14 Additl,,{lal
IS Spiced stew
16 Gel around
17 Microwave
18 Direction
19 Hunter's lure
2010%
22 Tars
·24 Paint
26 Incline
27 Inter 29 Punster
30 WoO<: trough
33 Prickly plant:
var.
37 Llama land
38 Employs
39 Shoshonesn
40 Parents
41 Czech river
42 Place lor
canapes:
2wds.
44 Bor'1
45 A"gler's
need
46 Sharp
4. Wild
49 Felt blindly
53 Copyist

57 TOOk an oath

58 Solitary
~g Edenite
61 Land 00 the

Todays
Puzzle

Per~ianGulf

62
63
64
65
66
67

BornThis: Sp.
What's lel1
Cast out
Permeate
Greek
resistance

DOWN
1 Hit hard
2 Loom-made
3 Action place
40mar
tt'd-5 Farm animal
6 Mal drinks
7 Revolts
8 Collision
casualty
2wds.
9 Narrowminded
teacher
10 Turn aNay
II Ethnic group
12S"..ell
13 Meadows'
var.
21 - Angels

Puzzle answers
are on Page 9.
23Westher
word
25 Untruth
28 Plenitudes
30 Mint or sage
31 Soviet city
a2 Eleonora 33 Face ::>an
34

35
36
37

41.1 Makers: suH.
4:< Painful
43 CO.1tainer
45 Go baCK
47 Penllities
48 Hire
50 <;tud,ed hard
51 Rub out
French rivEt,
52 Fender
marks
Ca,'adian
Indian
53 Auction
Lizard genus 54 Encumber
Thin steel
55 Flower
product:
56 Solemn act
2wds.
60 Siesta

----

---Campus~ireffi-''''-'
TWO ATTORNEYS will speak
and answer questions concerning rights when stopped,
sp.arched, questioned or
arrested by the police in a
program titled "What to Do
Before the Lawyer Comes" at 7
p.m. Thursday m the Eunna C.
Hayes Youth Lounge. The
NAACP,
Equal
Rights
Congress, National Lawyers
Guild, Coordinated Youth
Program and the Black
Coalition are sponsoring the
program. Refreshments will be
served.
THE WOMEN'S Caucus will
meet Monday rather than the
regular !;econd Wednesday of
the month. The meeting will be
held at noon in the Thebes
Room. Guests will be Sandy
Rives, founder of the Women's
Center and the Elder Abuse
Program in Charleston, and
Sharon Bartling, director of
Women's Studies at Eastern
Illinois University.

THE STUDENT Bible
FeIJowsi1ip will meet at 7 p.m.
Friday in the Mississippi Room
for fellowship, pra~'cr and
worship.
STEPHAN WIERZBOWSKI
will present a lecture titled
"Review
of
Animal
Reproductive
'3ehavior
Research Recently Conducted
in Poland" at 9:50 a.m. Friday
ill Room 430 of Life Science II.
Wierzoowski is a member of ~he
Department of Animal
Reprrxluction of the Institute of
·1.oote::hnics in Balice-Krakow.
Poland.
MORRIS LIBRARY st~ff Will
give orientation tours of the
fibrary from 1:20 to 2:20 p.m.
Thursday and FrMay. Groups
will meet in the Central Carel
Catalog room on the first noor.
THE SOUTHERN Illinois
Collegiate Sailing Club will hold
its fmit meeting of the summer

sessiun at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Lawson 201. The club will host a
"Free Sail Day" and a pig roast,
with refreshments provided.
Sat'Jrday at Crab Orchard
Lake.
THE

SOUTHERN

a one-day caving trip June 23.
Registration deadline is
Tuesday. Persons desiring more
information may cali Joe Stehno
at 529-4161.
AN EATING disorders self
help group will begin meeting
weekly from 7:30 to &:30 p.m.
Thursday at the Carbondale
Clinic. The group meetings are
for persons with one of three
.ypes of e2tlag disorders:
anorexia nerVl)sa, i ,orexia
nervosa with bulimia and
bulimia. Persons desiring ad·
ditional information may cal.
549-530,1, extension 370.

CSEC seeks award nominees,
The SIU-C Civil Service
Employees Council is seeking
nominations for the fifth annual
Outstanding Service Award.
The funding for the award is
provided by the SIU Foundation.
Any current SIU-C Civil
Service employee may be
nominated by any m'!'mber of
the Univer4ty community.

jI

Blind woman rides bicycle
across U.S. for disease cure
"'.0.

HANNIBAL,
CAP) Diabetes took most of Maureeu
Mould's sight five years ago.
But with the help 01 her husband
and da.ter, the South Bend,
Ind., native is biking 3,000 mile!
this summer to SeaWe to help
raise mooey to fiabt the disease.
Maureen. her Dusband, Eric,
and their 5-year-okl daughterl
Cara,left South Bend June 2 IlDC1
arrived here Monday. They
have targeted Chillicothe, Mo.,
as their next major stop.
The bio bas encouulered few
problems so far. They are
averaging about 50 miles per
dal on a custom-made "bicycle
built for three" that cost about
'S ,000, most 01 which was raised
by SpoIISOI'S' dooatiooa.
"As a matter 01 fat:t, it'•

almost been too easy," Eric
said.. "We Io8t a bolt in the int
10 miles, but other than that
everything baa been great."
Cars is doing her share of the
work. acc:ordiDJ to her.pareDts_
"The bigat problem we
bave with her is keeJ?iruz her
attenti~ Mauree 881d.---r·yOO
know bow kids' thoughts

wander."
"AD we bave to do though is
tell her to pedal and she'D
it.
As a matter of fact. at the end 01
the day she's in a lot better
shape than we are," wnid..
'!be Moolds' iN........, caOed
the "Beta Ride ,;; ~Diabetes."
bas been,'mderwritten by more
than a half·dozen corporatiom.

... ,,\00 o..k K_ Ie . . AIIe..,t Morflal Nt aimed at deve~
In 1 MIt-confldence. humility and Ylrtuou. charactw 1ft Ita
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SlU Recreation Center. R_ ISS
Monday. Wednetday. friday

... In,.rmediol. &
Advanced Classes:
... Aikido Clas. .:

Evenings. 6:3Op.mAI:3Op.m.

... YouthClae... '''''0
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fRedeem coupon for 20% off

0"1 rozen yougurt treat. Tastes like
premium ice cream, but has 40% iess
calories.
Valid through June 21. 1984
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Nominations must be in writing
and received by the award
committee by Monday. The:
should t ~ sent to Glenda S.
Noble, award ccmmittee. Coal
Research Center. SIU-C,
Carbondale, Ill. 69201.
The Outstanding Award will
be presented during the Annual
Service Award ceremonies July
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SUMMER 1984 FILM SERIES
Frida & Saturda
STAR TREK II
T1w M'Coad film. hued ... thr

poput.r tl!lnulon leri" ph. the
eril Khan tRlardo Montalban) ~jNlI C.plaJn Kirk (\. 'UI'-1II

ShriCftlr) and the etcw oIrhc EnferprtH'. Wilh: lcorwrd NilDOT
J.mu Doc!-Nln. DtFornr keU.,. Diner« by Nicho~.. Nnei'
mME AFTER T1MEl(1981)

June 15 & 16
7 & 9:15

Sunda
••.• ' - ' . _

AMARCORD

I

~

8Med on FcUlm'. recollection. of hile vou.... :n pr-ar hal." thfo
YOUnt mIIn who Ie ... for the fTcedClal of
aduld,lIIod.. Feliird ceidwaw. d. _rift 01 :"INhip thllt ".dtl in
the to'"" "'C! . . . . . . . .re oi Il'le c:'lftImUnlrv'. ,honcoftu" .. fha.
pave U. OY!:y I~ fuciam.. Oiactrd m Federico fcilini ISI'1,

.tory cl!n~ .around ..

LA DOLCE VITAl 11"4)

June 17
8pmOnly

The Blues
Brothers
""""Ia.

jolm Boluohl and Daft A."..,.,.. brl . . ,hoi.
Saturda. iIIl""
Un KI 10 lhe btt 1CfftD.. The,: pin JalNot Jake .nd £hrood
8h1n In thit wild. fu, S-CN comedy. fc.wrina areal musical PCI"
fonaanta'" Jama Brown. ARrha frankUn and R., ChatlH. Oil"
ected ... john t...d .. tANlMAL HOUSE. TRADL'oI" PLACESi

June 22 & 23
7 & 9:15

Tickets for all shows are $1.50 and go
on sale 3) minutes before the show begins.

I

From • p4aee you _

GALLI POLl

heard 01...

~;u

In rum. 'tan a..". . 01 Ausrrwlian. AI. . hat rccd .. ~ intlematj~J
acclaim.. GAlllPOLl ill one of tbe bnc of theM .• cclc:bn ·i.on of
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June 24
8pm Only

Knife In the Water
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Smoking. eating and drinking are not
permitted in the Student Center Auditorium.
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All shows are presented in the Student
Center Auditorium.
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July 29
7pmOnly
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'Busters' nutty,
spine-tingling
GRevl;;;;Q
By Joe Walter
StafrWriter

Ghosts beware.
Beware
because
the
"Ghostbusters" are in town.
"Ghostbuste:-s" does not rely
BiU Murray and Dan on old comic spot;!< movie
Aykroyd, together for the first clicher" with scared lOOkS and
time since "Saturday Night double • ~kes, th.. t have become
Live," team with Harold Ramis associated with such comic
l "Second City TV") to form one
greaL'! as Laurel and Hardy,
of the funniest team of ghost Abbott and Costello, Bob Hope
chasers ever.
and Martir. and Lewis. Instead,
These three are joined by it has 3ggressive, zonked-out
producer-<iirector Ivan Reit- characters who remain calm,
n,an, who also directed the for the most part, to the most
offbeat comedies "Meatballs" offbeat superna~ural situati~ns
and "Stripes."
- even demOnIC JJOSSf!SSIOns.
Together these talents create Here, the splrits are used as the
a frantic, nutty high-budget, straight men to Murray,
high-tech comedy about three Aykroyd and Ramis.
university faculty members
The m.lin characters work
who investigate supernatural well together. ~turray does the
and
parapsychological
talking, Aykroyd does the
phenomena until they lose their hysterics and Ramis provides
funding.
the careful rationalization·Their income source gone,
making the team and the
they start a business of trapping comedy work well. The
ghosts using "proton beam characterization helps the film
rods."
keep a good, fast pace without
Their first customer is a hotel
getting too tiring.
menaced by a ghoul that loves to
"Ghostbusters"
features
eat. Next comes Dana Barrett some superb special effects
<Sigourney Weaver), whose featuring giant models like the
apartment is infested with all
"Hell Dog," "Spud Ghost" and
sorts of unfriendly spL';tual the comical "Stay-Puffed
entities, like the vicious "Hell Marshmallow Man," animated
Dog." Later, the three work to
ghosts and the rolling cloud
save New York City as a biblical effect that was used in "Close
prophecy is about to be fulfilled.
Encounters of the Third Kind. "

ThJlj film also proves that Bill
Murray always plays the same
type of character in movies.
There is little difference between the Bill Murray character
in "Ghostbusters" and the
characters he played in
"Stripes" or "Meatballs." On
the other hand, Ramis and
Aykroyd show how versatile

U Of I graduate student finds
lost South American culture

-~ntertainment Guide--

CHICAGO (AP) • Hundreds of
years before Pompeii vanished
in the shadow of Mount
Vesuvius, a series of similar
volcanic disasters in the Andes
Mountains snuffed out the New
World's most promising
civilization, recent findings
indicate.
Archaeologists had long
known of the existence of a
highly sophisticated art style
originating from a region of the
northwestern Andes stretching
some 550 miles from northern
Ecuador into Colombia.
But it wasn't until a graduate
student unearthed shards of
pottery from beneath the
volcanic ash at the Nueva Era
Site near Quito, Ecuador, that a
team of scientists was willing to

Pboto courtesy Columbia Pictures
From left, Bill Murray Dan Ayluoyd and
Harold Ramis play three university faculty

backdate similar artifacts in the LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Field Museum's collection from
Fred's Dance Barn
4OHOO A.D. to 600-1500 B.C.
Behind that supposition lies a Saturday, country and western,
Black
Mountain, $2.75 Cbver.
trail of missed connections and
a detective st01Y stret~hing
back 100 years that, if correct,
Great Escape - Friday and
suggests the empires of the Saturday, The Cartoonz, 50
Incas, Aztecs and Mayans may cents cover. Tuesday and
be traced back to people who Wednesday, The Fad, no cover.
fled the Cauea Valley to escape
the continuing eruptions.
Hangar 9 - Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, Uncle Jon's
"We know this (civilization) Band, $1 cover.
wasn't a group of 50 chasing
mastodons," said Dr. Donald
Pinch Penny Pub - Sunday,
Lathrap, professor of ar·
chae<.logy at the University of Mercy, no cover.
Illinois. "We're looking, at fllSt
P.J.'s - Friday and Saturday,
glance anyway, at something
approaching what we'd call a country rock, Reckless, $2.50
cover.
state."
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members on the trail of tbe supernatural in the
movie 'Ghostbusters.'

they are by their performances
The soundtrack also is exin the film. Sigourney Weaver cellent, with such artists as
("Alien," "The Year of Living
Dangerously") and Rick Laura Branigan, The Busboys
Moranis ("Second City TV," and Ray Parker Jr. performing.
"Strange Brew") provide good
supporting roles as the two
With its spine chiiling
apartment dwellers who suspense and its cool one-liners,
become possessed and bring "Ghostbusters" is a good way to
mass mayhem to The Big Apple. beat the summer heat.

P.K.'s - Friday anti SRtH!'!iay,
rhythm and blues, Da Blooze, no
cover.
Stan Hoye's - Thursday
through Saturday and Monday
through Wednesday, top 40,
Data Base, no cover.
The ClLib _ Thursday and
Friday, new rock 'n' roll band,
Boulder Krest. Saturday, Big
Larry and Code Blues. No cover
for th~ nights.

John MI}!1!:ler. Tuesday, easy
listfming, Mr. Lucky. Wednesday, bluegrass, Timber
Ridge. No cover for these
nights.
CONCER.':;
Thursday - Might Joe Young

h

will periorm on t e Shryock

=o:~r::. at 8 p.m. AdSPECIAL EVENTS

Thursday, Friday and
T.J.'s Watering Hole - Friday Saturday - A dinner theater
presentation
of "Bus Stop" will
and Saturday, pop rockers The
be performed at the Southern
Fad, $1 cover.
Illinois Airport Flight
Tres Hombres - Mon.ky, Restaurant. Admission is $15 for
modem jazz, Gus Pappelis and dinner and the play.

BOWLI
LEAGUES NOW
BEING FORMED
For fun relaxation as well as the competitive
challenge and social aspect, form a team and
sign up early. League nights Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
and Wednesday 6:30 p.".!. teams will consist of
4-people (4 men,4 women or any combination of4~
Team me~bers must be SIU students, faculty,
staff or spouses. Leagues will start
the week of June 19 pick up a team entry
blank at the Student Center Bowling Alley.

Baptist Center set
to open, but unfilled
By Cathy Brown
Staff Writer

'We are not
going to fail'

Nearly a year after the Illinois
D{!partment of Corrections
considered purchasing the
-Douglas Homer
Baptist Student Center to house
prisoners, the c' ,r.ter will once
again open its doors as a student spite of the center·s name,
dormitory.
people from all denominations
The center was closed in May are welcome to live there.
Only about 25 percent of past
1983 because It was becoming
too expensive to operate for the residents were Baptist. and in
recent years many have been
r1si~f~~on. Brt;~ is iBSAS t !~~ Muslims, '1e said.
He stressed the fact that the
reopen the center this fall under
center will not try to restrict a
new director Douglas Horner.
Horner arrived June 4 to student's right to choose his own
m.mage the center, an off- beliefs. "Christianity isn't
campus, University-approved beating people over the head
living center located on Campus with a Bible. Part of it is
Drive. "We are not going to respecting the rights of other
fail," said Horner. He said this people," he said.
is in spite of the fact that the
Horner said that they will
center now has less than hall of probably offer some religious
the housing contracts needed to services, but attendance would
break even.
be voluntary.
The rules at the center are
Hurner said that he hopes to
get at least ISO of the 296 living basically the same as those in
spaces filled this fall. At this on-campus housing, except that
point he has filed only 60.
men and women have separate
However, he is confident. living quarters and restricted
"I've laid my career cn the line visiting hours with each other.
to come here," he said. "I dqn't He said separate quarters are
go anywhere to fail. We're necessary because thE' center
gonna build it up. They're gonna has common shower and
bathroom facilities.
love it here. "
"As far as saying 'Thou shalt
Horner is advertiSing, writing
letters and phoning people in an not do this .. .', I'm not gonna do
attempt to recruit more that," he said. "The main thing
residents. He hopes to attral!t is that I expect you as a student
people by emphasizing thflt in to act like an adult, be clean-cut

Trip to see
BobHope
setforluly

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Douglas Horner: "We're gonna build it up. TheY're gOUDa love it here."
and considerate."
Horner said that his plans for
the next year include the
possibility of opening a
Christain bookstore in the
building. and openi •. d the
center's cafeteria for public use.
Horner, 44, has four degrees,
including a doctorate in
educational administration
from SIU-C. He has worked in

NETWORK
VOLUNTEER
TRAINING

The John A. Logan College
Foundation will offer a bus trip
to the performance of Bob Hope
July 7 at the Muny Opera
Starfest '84 in S1. Louis.

COURSE CREDIT AVAILABLE
CRISIS INTERVENTION/COUNSELING SKILLS

w~~ ~~fu~~th: :rJe~ f:~~

(~)

perforrr.ance
sporWtir.n.

and

tran-

Departure times and locations
will be: John A. Logan College
parking lot, 3 p.m.; west side of
Penney's at the University Mall,
3:10 p.m.; Hardee's in Murphysboro, 3: 20 p.m.; and Dixie's
Cafe in Pinckneyville, 3: 50 p.m.
A dinner .stop is planned at
Laclede's Landing on the St.
Louis waterfront. Passengers
will have their choice of
res tal rants. Hope's performancewill begin at 8: 15 p.m.
Reservations are COnlJrmed
when paym(.~t is received at the
foundat'on office. Refunds will
be given only if the performance
is cancelled by the Muny Opera
prior to departure.
All trips are open to the
public.
Persons who wish to register
for the trip may contact the
John A. Logan College Foundation at 985-3741, 549-7335, 542Rl;12. or 937-3438, extension 355.
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JUNE 16-17

FOR MORE INFO: 549-3351
SANDWICHES
GYROS (U.S. Choice Beef blended
with Greek spices and served on
natural Pita bread ............ 2.39
GYROS PLATE .............. 3.25
PASTICHIO (Greek Pasta) ... 3.49
CHICKEN IN A PITA ......... 1.99
SUVLAKI (Greek Shish-Kabob) 1_99
KEFTES (Greek Burger) ...... 1.99
SICEORDERS
MUSHROOMS (HomEHT18de) .. 1.35
ONION RINGS (Home-made) .. 85c
FRENCH FRIES •......•..... 75c
SPANAXOPITA
(Spinach pie with teta cheese) .9C
P:::PPERONCHINI PEPPERS .. 4Oc

c::~t~

7 Deys a Week

457-0303/0304

N N

..

MUl

the Southern Illinois area in the the IBSA considered seIling the
past as a school teacher and center, several groups conguidance counselor. Most tacted them. When the DOC
rt'cently he was Dean of approached the IBSC, the news
Business Affairs at Hannibal- got to the media and people
LaGrange Baptist College in became upset, Horner said.
Bolivar, Mo.
However, he said, "No one
Horner said that the recent
controversy over the IBSA ever made a decision to sell it
selling the center to the DOC for and the IBSA was never made
a prison was overblown. When an offer."

SOUP·· AVGOlEMONO
SALADS
GREEK SALAD
(with leta cheese, Greek olives
and anchovy)
Small .................. 1.49
large ................. 1.GG
PASTRIES
BAKLAVA
layered with tillo, walnuts and
honey) ...................... 75c
KATAIFI
(Coconut, walnuts and honey) .. 75c
DRINKS
SOFT DRINKS
BEER (Michelob, Heineken. Fix)
WINE (Santa Rosa, Greek Rose,
Domestica)

(l ~~~

Business Hours
12-12 Sun
11-1 Moll-Thurs
11-2 Frf-sat
ee.1very Hours

11-11 Mon-Sat
12-11 Sun

516 So. Illinois Avenue/Carbondale, IllinoiS

P
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N~w l~'~be~'d;yi~itp~o~~;;
invented at SIU-C laboratory
By E.J. Rotert
Staff Writer
Lumber isn't alwa,-'s a
popular topic, but at th~ U.S.
Agriculture
Department's
Forestry Science Laboratory at
SIU·C and the STC-Carterville
campus it's talked about quite a
bit.
The laboratory's 3UCCeeded in
putting a new twist on the old
process of lumber drying. T.lat
new twist, according to Howard
N. Rosen, supervisory ch~mical
engineer at the laboratory and
main inventor of the process, is
drying lumber with steam
pressure.
Although Rosen admits the
process hasn't showed much
commercial appeal yet he's
expecting that to change
sometim~ in the future.
"I'm hoping within the next
five years someone will try it,"
he said. "I try to be optimistic."
Rosen said the conventional
process, which has been used
commercially since World War
II, relies on adding heated air to
the lumber drying shed.
Through this method, he said,
the water in the wood
evaporates and is vented into
the atmosphere. Because of this
venting process the conventional method results in high
energy and heat losses for industry currently using it.
Rosen said that the
Stan Photo by Stephen Kennedy laboratory's new patented
process, if l1Sed commerciallv.
Howard N. Rosen, inventor of the pressure stea m wood dryer.
would cut energy use by <!O

percent and dry wood five to 1(,
times faster.
"The process is more expensive than conventional
methods, but the increased
production comp-!'lsates for the
added cost," he said.
Rosen's new invention - the
pressure steam dryer - is really
a pressure cooker that accents
the process currently used in
drying sheds. By removing air
from the shed's drying chamber, he said, the pressure inside
is boosted to 2.5 times atmospht!ric pressure. A bypass
line on the steam dryer recirculates waste steam through the
shed to keep the temperature at
a constant 300 degrees
Fahrenheit. Rosen said that
conventional drying sheds can
only go to about 180 degrees
Fahren'leit.
Rosen said that both the
added pressure and the constant
even distribution of steam in the
drying chamber shorten the
drying time of wood and unprc~'e its quality.
Rosen said that all the
laboratory has dried so far is
wood for furnitllre. But soon, he
said, they intend to dry railroad
ties, which by conventional
methods can take a year to
reach 50 percent saturation.
Rosen th.iIL.s that with the new
process they can be dried in less
thana week.
Because of pressure increases
on the sheds by the new system,
Rosen said, they mill't be
refitted with thicker walls and

better building materials. He
said the prototype, which is
located at the STC-Carterville
~~~J.u!o" cost around $70,000 to
Rosen said the laboratory
received $200,000 in grant
money from the U.S. Department of Energy in 1980 to study
methods of using waste heat for
wood drying. $115,000 of that
was used at SIU-C - some to
further study the system but
most to couple the new steam
dryer with a conventional kiln.
Rosen said the remaining
$85,000 was split between seven
other universities to also study
the system: Oregon State, Idr ho
State, University of MissouriColumbia, Purdue University,
University of Alabama, Virginia
Tech, and Mississippi State
University.
Rosen said the project has
already spawned five master's
theses and one doctorate thesis
at the universities.
Rosen said the system could
have i,-> drawbacks. He said one
problem could be corrosion
problems of the drying shed's
metal because of the higher
pressures. He said testing for
metal corrosion was lax
because of the high CMt of
building the prototype.
Rosen said that one reason he
believes the pre....sure steam
dryer hasn't appeared attractive yet is bE!Cause the las~
three years have been p.x>r for
the wood industry.

New drug may prove effective herpes trea·tment
BOSTON (AP) - Researchers
say a new drug provides the
first effe.::tive treatment for
repeated flareups of genital
herpes, largely eliminating the
rash ana pain that are the chief
misery of this common disease.
The drug does not cure herpes, and its long-term safety
must still be t':5ted. But for
those who hav! taken it, the
medicine "has made an enormous impact on the quality of
their lives," said Dr. S.ephen E.
Straus, a government scientist.
The medicine, a capsule form
of the drug acyclovir, is considered experimental and is not
available for routine use.
Herpes is so widespread,
however, that once approved,
this drug could become one I)f
the most widely prescrited
medicines in the United States.
Besides helping those who
already have the disease,
researchers hope that acyclovir
capsules may someday be used
to keep pt'Ople from catching the
sexually transrilitted herpes
virus.
Acyclovir is already on t.be
market as a prescription ointment sold under the brand name
Zovirax. The ointment helps
speed healing of the first outbr~k of infection, but is worthless against recurring outbreaks of the painful rash and
sores. Earlier research has
shown that the capsules also
j:lasten healing if people take
them after symptoms appear.
Burroughs Wellcome, which

._------------,
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(Round Trip)

C.rfJondare-Chicago
I

$67.00
Rntrlctlons Apply·

L
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8& A Travel
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makes acyclovir, ha~ asked the one was cured. When the virus
Food and Drug Administration isn't causing a rash, it lies
to approve the capsules for dormant in the victim's nerve
roots. All !be patients studied
prescription sales.
"We expf:ct to hear from the soon started having the rash
again
when they were taken off
FDA in the next couple of
months," said company the drug.
In the studies, people took the
spokeswoman
Dulcie
capsules two to five times daily
Straughan.
No one knows precisely how for four months. All had been
many people have genital plagued by frequent episodes of
herpes, but it's estimated that rash that typically occ.uTed at
there are 10 JTIillion to 20 million least once a month.
In a study directed by Straus
victims in the United States.
Two studies on use of the new at the National Institute of
medicine to suppress herpes Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
were published in Thursday's doctors gave;';; courses of the
New E:1gland Journal of drug to 31 people. They had new
Medicine. Even though they rashes during only six of these
found that the capsules treatment courses, or 17 pereliminated or greatly reduced cent.
A separate study, directed by
the frequency of the flareups, no
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Dr. John M. Douglas of the
University of Washington,
tested the medicine on 143
herpes sufferers. It completely
prevented recurrences in 68
percent and greatly reduced
them in the others.

"Oral acyclovir is the first
ther".peutic agent to have a
clear suppressive effect on the
rate of recurrences of genital
herpes." these researchers
concluded.

EATING DISORDERS SELF HELP GROUP
MEETING WEEKLY STARTING JUNE 14.1984
CARBONDALE CLINIC
1:30PM TO 8:30PM
$10 00 MEMBERSHIP FEE
GROUP MEETINGS FOR PERSONS WITH ONE OF THE
THREE TYPES Of EATING DISORDERS;
I. ANOREXIA NERVOSA
2. ANOREXIA NERVOSA WITH BULEMIA
3. BULEMIA

FA MIL Y AND FRIENDS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
A TTEND. CALL: 549-5361, EXT. J70 FOR
FURTHER INFO~MA TlON.

.Haitian restraint
in handling riots
seen as a change

Su.. ff Photo by Scott Shaw

Backstroke, anyone?
Even the pigs at University I"arms need a
watery break from this week's mill..!IOs heat.

And that's OK, as long as one of them doesn't try
to hog the deep end.

Bone Gap has its own museu,nl,
thanks to /arfll boy's curiosity
BONE GAI' (AP) - What
began as boyhood searches for
arrowheads on a family farm
has turned into the Indian Hill
Museum - N.R. Reid's 100,000.
picee collection of articles
dating from 1250 B.C. to the 20th
century.
For 43 years, Reid has
collected items from the past.
He began as a boy on his
family's 200-acre farm, which
had one of the largest Indian
mounds in the area,
"My dad thought I was silly,"
the southeastern lllinois farmer
recalled. "I used to go to town or
to a neighbor to work. I'd see an
old gun and ask what it could
take to buy it. Often, the work I
would do woulo pay for the

guns."

Through the years, Reid's
collection filled his home and
basement to the point that there
was only a path in the basement
for walking,
In 1982 he decided to build a
museum for his treasures, Last
July, the museum opened. To
date, more than 5,000 people
have visited it.
The items 00 display are
varied, but the biggest coli&'!tions are Reid's $250,000 array
of 300 guns and his 10,000 Indian
artifacts. The latter include an
arrowhead radiocarbon-dated
to 1250 B.C.
"I had the museum in mind
for years," Reid said. "I wanted
to displav, show and teach the
children. f '
There is no admission fee, but

:ionations are accepted.
"People look at the display
and say they don't believe it,"
he said. "My wife and I travel,
and we've not seen anything
that equals this.
"I have to admit I've done
something I'm awfully proud
of" he added. "This is here
fo~ever for the education of our
children today and tomorrow.
"Kids are interested in the
past if you give them the
.chance. They'll go home with a
better idea of the past and get
their head going m the right
direction."
Many of the museum's items
have been loaned by area
residents or bought by Reid.
Everything in the collection is
cata~~ed.

Beat ,the Heatl

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) - The government reacted
with restraint in dealing with
recent rioting that hit at It>ast
six cities, a change from its
traditionally brutal repression
of dissent, Haitian and U.S.
officials say.
The disturbances ""ere apparently spontaneous, mainly
stemming from food shortages.
There were reports of as many
as five deaths, but t~e govunment contended that no one was
killed.
No government official
claimed that the incidents were
organized; Haiti's few widely
known dissidents have bE:~n
harassed and unable to build
significant followings.
Some Haitian and U.S. officials theori~ed that the
protests stemmed fron.
Haitians' belief that Presidentfor-Life Jean-Claude Duvalier's
repeated
promises
of
"democracy and liberalization"
mean freedom to express
themselves about sur:h per·
sistent problems as ;~ll"ger,
police br"tality and corruption.
A Haitian official, who spoke
on condition that he not be
named, said there is a struggle
within the government betweeJ'l
officials left over 'from l'Je 14year iron-hand rule of Francois
"Papa lJoc" Duvalier and
young French- and U.S.~ducated leaders who are
gaining influence with J",anClaude Duvalier, who took
power aftt'~ his father died in
1971, dismissed five government
ministers immediately after the
rioting.
One popular district governor
said the riots weren't directed at
Duvalier, but at ineffective local
government leaders.
"This (the protests) is one 01
the most positive trends I've
seen," said Harlan H. Hobgood,
head of the U.S. Agency for
lnternational Development in
Haiti.
"Haiti's government response
has been measured, and absent
of traditional violence that has

characterized
government
reaction to popular protest in
the past, .. said Hobgood, a
diploma~ with ~lore thar: 20
years' experience in Latm
America and West Africa.
Congress now ties financial
:lid to Haiti with progress in
human rights.
The latest U.S. State
Department human rights
report credits Jean-Claude with
"eliminating the murders and
disappearances which took
place under his father," but said
'abuses continued to occur."
Fraud and intimidation of OIr
ponents, for example, marred
slJme of the legislative r!ssembly
elections held last yp-dr.
The \'hain of recent disturbance:> in Haiti started May 2Q
in Gonaiv<;s, on the nor·.hwest"!rn coast of Haiti, when
JOlice beat a pregnant woman.
incensed by what they said was
the latest i1:cident of police
brutality, resiaents marched on
the police .itation. Rockthrowing and looting continued
until May 24, when several
truckloads of soldiers from the
capital dispersed the mob.
That same week, a policeman
wounded a teen-age girl in the
nearby town of ~ombardopolis,
sparking fighting with police.
On May 29, as many as five
people were killed when llOlice
fired at rioters who tri~ to
,torm a food warehouse of the
mternational relief agency,
:::ARE, in Cap Haitien.
Wheat decl:lred unfit for
humans was ord~red sent from
the CARE facility to a government farm to feed pigs and
chickens. Police forcibly kept
oeople from claiming the food in
lhe nearby town of Milot.
Odeleon Jean Baptiste, an

~~~r~y~~t h;:r&:n!,~
residents in the Shada community then surrounded the
CARE warehouse, which is
within the Cap Haitien slum.
CARE employees barricaded
thernst>lves inside, while police
fired to break up the cr;,\wd.

Summer Specials

Have your car air-conditioner checked out early
TUNE UP FOR VACATION NOW.

We also do all other auto repairs.
(Iir .. , batt.r .... &k.)

Ocean Pacific Knits

52.·.315

WES'IOWN SHELL

short sleeve, sleeveless, hoods

25 0L
~0

0

ff

Rt. 13 West (next to McDonald's)

~. .::~

HANGA~
Thursday

£n... Large Group

r ~~ Knits

, / ~ ,J

C

~'1'-"''''

lhoff

stripes, collars, solids

'
Parachute Pants
reg. $28

Uncle

$22 99
•

_Jon's

Band

HANGAR HOTLINE 549-1233

9-5:30
M-SAT

606 S. Illinois
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.. '7il'ST WAGON. Honda Civic CVCC
Air. 41,000 miles $21SO or best offer.
529-2804, or 54!H;976.
7080Aa 158

..Cl.sslfied Informatloa Ratn

I

SPEeT ACULAR

~~~eo.C~i~.Y~ktE~ee~i~:~~~t I
457-5213. Sat., Sun., or weedays

(3 line minimum, .ppro:limately
15worda)

aCta 5:00.

One lIay· -0;5 cents per llne, per
day.

Huge Savings On
TIres, Helmets & Acc-essories

7060Aa161

large Selection of Used
Motorcycles

76 FORD T·BIRD. Excellent
condition. Cl\n be traded with
cheaoer car. Call 457·8094.
.
7064Aal59

Two D.y..-50 cents per line, per
d.y.
Three or Four D.y~44 cents
per line. per d.y.
Five thn Eight Day-att per
llne. perd.y.
Ten thn Nineteen D;\y.-33
('ents per llne, per day.
!'wenty or More D.y_Z7 c~nts
per line, per day.

10xSO TRAILER for sale. $2.500.
584-6274. For sale or rent.
1i6616Ae1.74

SUMM~R

SOUTHERN PlRfORMANa
KAWASAKI
NewRt.U

....

New Auto? Use our motto: Sell the
old one throulib the DE classified.
7051Aa1Ni

-~

-~

t

~~~.a~~=~~
12:00 nom wilJ go in following da, ;

II [

Par.. and Servlc..

315 W. Willow
Carbonda!e, IL

120.50 2 BR 1969 51000
196851200
197051600
1969$:.tOOO

~

eFr_Busto
SI1'

:::=:=.=:====~:';'I==i I

ll~~f~~: KIllfno~. R~~fild:~~k
B6556AbI74

AUTO REPAIR

Call for an

1975 VW RABBIT. 32 mpg. 60.000
niles. good mechanical. fair body.
~xtras. Call Dave 54ft.8032 or 549;000.
7074Aal58
1979 HONDA 4-CYLINDER. Red 4-

~Y!ag~-S~~~. ~~~Il!~t m~~~:

6795Aal58

~~X~.~Il~~r71~1~2
1980 RABBIT DIESEL, Silver,
Sunroof, Cruise. 4 s~ 44.000
miles.
55mpg.
Excellent
meChanical condition. Looks
great. $3,r.oo or best .ACer. 457-8952.
7104Aal58
DATSUN 610. 1973. Blue. Good
mechanical condition. Runs great.
Good mileage. $785. 457-8306 after 5
'pm.
7263Aal58

HeIM_b, T1,. . &
Molorcycl_ Ace_,I. .

I

60S M. III. A..!S; -113' c..ItoMI_I_

'.

1974 PORSCHE 914. 1.8. Con-

~

~~~b~erida:~i~e f:sse~~I:~~~:

~n't:n$I~. ~~r529~ll:t~~raT:

OLIVETTI CORRECTING ELEC
typewritE'r. $125, hardly used. send

78 KAWASAKI KZ 400. !l;ew \4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Cmild be
~~~:,1t:n. =~V29-~~ tire.
6631Acl58
Some financing availabre. 548.500.
867-2554.
86614Adl60
1981 SUZUKI GS7SOL. l':"bol'f. with
ALTO PASS. 3 bedroom 2 baths

POCKET CASSETTE PLA YEHrecorder. Tape Counter. AC
adapter or batt. Perfect condition.
')15. 536-7i'51. 8-12 a.m. M-F ask for
':ulie.
7065Afl57

~~f~~!~gl::ffe:.ns'k_~~bar.
6980Ac157

1982 SUZUKI RM250Z,
$1000, 549451)7.

Must sell.
7025Acl58

1978 400 CC Honda Hawk, model TJ. I owner, 4600 actual miles.

Excellent condition. 996-3253.
7078Acl58

7111Aa159

:":'src!l1:r.
Jli\~~~~~tt:S::
pm.
7110AaI59

1973 FORD GALAXIE. 500,2 door
atl!'lmatic, V-8, $550. 549-7223.
72'78Aal58

INSURANCE
Low MotCof'cycle Rat. .

Also
Auto, H_, Mobile H _
Health, Individual" Group

A Y ALA INSURANCE
457-4123

li'1:dC~WB~~~<§~i ~fo:re ~~8
7114Aal66

1971 'lOLKSW AVON BEETLE.

~~~~~::~7~~' 893-

:~:e~:t,
'aa:~: new ,2~:
sreed. moving musr=, asking

payment. 893-2900. 893-2340 or
weekdays 536-7575.
P.AA.'lOAdI76

MoblleHome.

TWO MOBILE HOMES: ,!xSu,
$5,000 and 12xSO, $4,500. Both in
good to excellent condition. Price
mcJudes Cree move. 529-4033 or 5495550.
B6603Bel66
B6,RGAIN.

12x65 SE'I' up. Un-

~f8fJ.~'i:li ~~f~m. n~tA!~74
PARKWOOD MOBILE HOME

~6fl:-~~\i~ ~~~_~,m~:j~. ~

.te

stove. central 'ir, new cart}l!.t
at Lot 75 COr, dP. 529-4,,23, 5293f29.
7063Ae174

B6594Af174

~MfTH CORONA
ty~"'·riter. I-year

fi~:;;:;;t2.~~. case.

$2100, 529-?290.
7119Aal63
VEGA WAGON, 1975. Rebuilt,;;;J
well. $650. 529-1920.
7l2OAal59 . . . ._
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ELECTRIC
ojd. 1: inch

$25/MO.
B1.ACK & WHITE $16/MO

SALE

UPDATING YOUR STEREO
system": Get in tune! Sell the Qld
one tllfOUgh th~ DE classified5.
7052:\gl58

A.1 TV

7155. JlIJIIQII Ave.

Across From 7 10 Bookstore

457-7009

li

PIiIY. and Supplle.

J

PROFESSIONAL
DOG
GROOM!NG. All breeds. 549-3067.
Reasonable rates ami Tender
f .ovir:g Care.
5223Ah159
OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG
puppies. AKC. 5150.687·) 169.
6560Ah159

I

Irilsture
[~~;~ ~~. ~~I~tf~~U[o g~~
mcluded. 17.000 acres of
trails. 4 horses. 2 and 3 vear old
quarter horse Ill,'ods. 457-4334 or
995-9487.
B7269Ahl75

TV&Stereo
;epalr

FREE

KITTENS

DESOTO.

~!nO~6~./6r:1"t'~~i~t'~ 6~:i~:i;

USED SETS
For Sale & Rental

days.

f~"o'"

7116Ahl63

"i"'II;;'cI..

:':--~~'~'~J""~::';"'<)o:;:';:;" ,

THE BIKE SURGEON'S
WEEKLY SPECIAU

~
"'-Oeor Customer'
Someone who knows you
knows me and has leorned
that Stereo ond Television
Repairs need not be expen-

~~ken~;p~:sf~~'1~~~i~?i~

som9 day service. ond offer
free estimates with a 90
doy warrantee. I ike that
someone you know. coli
Allen's T.". ond Save .
549-5936
Allen
-403 S. Gral1am

III..

New & Used TV's
TV Repoir-FrE'fl Estimates

$229 ~~:A~II~

19" RCA COLOR television!
years old. G<Jod condition. $150.
457-7009.
B7258Agl58

Next to Pick's liquors,
L_is Pork Mall

Inol. Hemcla
1
• CaMndaI.
Hwy. 3 East 7397
...._ _ _ _ _...~_
..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1!!riII
IWWI"H

Electronics

lOX50 TRAILER w-Tipout new
furnace Ir ruur.' shed, v~nice,
must see, $31 n~otiable
1204,
687-1557. 7073Ae17
.

UNDER TH EBIGTENT

6M-J771
RENT NEW COLOR TV'S

.JENNY·S ,\NTIQUES AND l'sed
Furniture. auy &. Sell. Old Rt. 13
W. Turn. south at Midland Inll
Tavern. go 3 milE'S. 54~-4978.
721rlAf072

Plck'!1 EJedronlcs
549-4833

JUNE 14th, 15th. & 16th
SoutL _ -OliNI LY

1313 Souitt St.
MlMPHYSIIOIlO. rio.

B~~~4.mJ9

CARBONDALE IOx50 WITH 11:C16
Qitk addition. W
oodst')ve, porch,
shed, wooded lot. $3500. 529-4812.
7069Ae137

F.... Hot Dog & Lemonade

j

to PO

OPEN fYERYDAY 8om-8pm

----

~\n':!.eaft~a~'o~~~~odriirp~=i

. location. Full price $3200. :t'.l!Hi612
days, 549-300'~ after 5 p.m.
B6619Ae1U

HAD
~NY
HA'UR
ACOUSTIC a.SlAItCH
YAMAHA
DUAL P.I. AUDIO
HA~ANfKARDON
PICA
NAKAM_I
G.ADO
AND MANY O1H.R IRAN"

fs:~ :rryado.;!~~~~n~~~ s~~'t

-I I: '-

Southern 1111 nol.Honda
8th Annual Yard Sale
More Used Parts &Accessorles Than Ever Before

B6629Aa176

4

~~:~. 0~5?C:~i~U'TiJ~~~ Wo~~

r\.

In Stock
20%-30% Off Retail

3 1.. miles south ofC'dale Rt.51.

~!:."~nJ:.~~.ne

$1.25
12.50
53.00
S4.CO

New AI Turnta'-I..

COVER'S
UPHOl STER Y
FABRICS, low prices; velvets.
nylons and cotton prints. 53.00-

CARTERVILLE. DUPLEXF.S,
GOOD rental and tax sheher.
Made by with small down
payment. 529-1539.
B7093Ad174

~S::!ms~ Q~~~h~1' ~rh~~

We'll beat any pr:ce in tow.'
TDK SA 90
MAXELL UDXLII90
MAXELL UDXLIlSto
TEAC MET Alto

ALL HOME CASSEnE DECKS

------------

54x12 FRONT KITCHEN. Carpet
in liVIng room and hall. 2 bedroom.

1975 FORD PINTO. One owner.
4

1977 HONDA CMC, newltare-buil

~

1979 SUZUK:, 6S1OOO L model,
Windjammer, backre!it, 6000 mi.
like new. Garage kept. $2000. Call
after 5pm. 1-833-4366.
6394Acl62

i~ ~~~t ~f~~~: X~\ ~5~~8

am.

Real E.tat.

STEREOI
AUDIO I

SABIN

7082Afl59

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, central
heat. city water, Maka.,da. $12.000.
584-6274.
B6529Ad170

Motorcy~I.1

1971 HONDA CB35() 14.000 mi. Good
condition. After 6:00 457-4571 or
549-2314. $300 (negotiable)
7097Acl58

1976 MAZDA 808, excellent con-

I~

I

AIR CONDITIO"'ERS 5000 btu $95.
10.000 btu $175 .• 21.000 btu. $i85. All
in good ~ondition. 529- 3563.

..._ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ ....j
_

1982 HONDA 650 Nighthawk. Case
f~~~57~~~. screen, 1~~X~t&2

Only 59.000 miles. ~ust see to
appreciate. Call 549-1405'7089AaI62

TRAVEL TRAILER F'OR sale,
549-:'>SlJa or 5-O:1.i1264.
7044AfI 64

AIR_ItI_ PrJcee
'!, Mil. s.:.uth of ,h. Arena
~9·0531

appot~~m.nt

1984 HONDA XR350R, Excellent
condition. Must sell, $1300, 5494507.
7026Acl58

STATIONWAGON.
DODGE
POLARA. 1973. Gold. Very good
body. Cle~n interior. Runs smooth.
New battery. Great for travelingcamping. $825. 457-8306 a~~~~s8

after 6 pm.

On The IllClnd
"5 S. University Ave.
"'9-1501

·Laundromc.t
·Cabl... l.ian

Mon-Fri Sam-Spm

$7.95
$7.95

CALL 549··3000

em

I!i!!uento?ed. CaUI-997-4alt.

IrakeWork

$13.95
$10.<;5

COME VISIT OUR
U~ED& DEMO
EQUIPMENT ROOM

196852200

549-5422

w. Specialize In

$2.11
$2.~'<5

$'2.99

12x60 3BR 1970 $3700

ALTERNATORS &. STARTERS
rebuilt. Lowest prices i.; Southern

w. are 0 Wagner Brak. Shop
&
Tranamlulon Work

5<f!Ft.

I

AC

7117Ael66

Classified advertising must be

$2500, 549-6456.

19BO 14x60 TWO bedroom

SALE

!III Radiator & Auto Center

~~t!:llince::~~~~o~r=.e

Speaker Wire
TDK SA9Q
Maxeii UOXi ':!!l
loran 90
Disc-washen
Sonic Broom
Sony L·750
JVC or Sony T·120

~~~~~~a~~~~~r~~.MuSt sell

Part. and SeNlce.

HUFF'S

o! ~:Cae::aw7n~~~r!~ified.

SALE

7112AeI59

~:~V;;~C::5;. ~;~£~ 7cl~~*~i1~'

Air Conditioning Diagnosis
Complete Automotive Service

..

SEMESTER

~~~~ti~g~.c~ u~te!~I?I ~4'9_0$i':~0

After 5 pm.

&

The D.lly Egyptian cannot be
responsible for more th.n one
day's Incorrect inlertloa. Advertlsen .re responsible lor
checking their .dvertlsement for
~rron. Erron not the fault 01 the
.dvertlser which lessl!D the v.lue
of the .dvertlsement will be adjusted. If yoar ad appean Incorrectly. ur If you wlsb to cancel
yoar ~4. call 536-3311 before 12:81
bOOll for can('eU.tlon In the nut
d.y'slssue.
Any ad which is t'll.'lCeI1ed before
expiration will be charged a $2.00
SEl'Vice fee. AllY refund under $'l.00
will be forfeited due Ie the cost

SUMMER

MOBILE

Lake with swimming pool. $4500
nego. Washer. dryer extra. Call
457· 7893.
6516Ae157

Free Cooling System

publication.

PARK WOOD

FOR SALE, PARK Estate Mobile

617-2324

PONTIAC GRAND AM, 1974, 400
1973 HONDA ISO. Ran great the
VB, stefeo-tape, power. looks :md
last time i'. was dn\'l~n. Needs
:,runs gre.-.t. 549-20211
. 7071AaI59, . batter y. $75. Call1·8fI3-4Il88.

All CI-· iSified Advertitoing must
be ~ and pn.,,--essed before 12:00

12x60

H~{::\:x,~'1n:rt1f~:\ ~r~it1~S
exce~ent location by Crab Orchard

~

SUMMER TUNE-UP n.ts
Includes lubricatif'rl of chain.
brakes, deraillers. Brok>J adjustments, 980r adjustments,
& cabl_ tightening. Next day
service in most cases.

Waf..-Iottle,
w/alloy CCItI'I

'1."

457-4521
361 w. Walnut St.
The lnexpensl".
a:oycle/fepolr Eo;jx;.;.;.;,rli____
...1

I'

I

Camera,

CAMERA RB67 PRO S. 90 lens.

I

~~:rd~~i~n~i~. ~~~k ~100~1.~~J

I

I

Sporting Good.

SHAWNEE
TRAILS

£

at
The Pyramlcll-l 8drm
Low Rotes
Summer & Foil
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
CALL KENT- 549-2"'54
5165.'awlln,.
OFFICE HOURS
1-3Weekda,.s. 12·1 Soturda,.
Call An"time

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
Dufour-lie Ioarcl.
Complete line of
Accessories

I

~rnlture
A~D

stool

ChQ'HJCljc;,,,II,

~partment.

f

I

~ym~t~I23~:~~r' fall-sf[~3~B~7~~

GEORGETOWN APARTMENTS
FURNISHED or unfurnished for
2.3.4 people. Very nire! Display
~f~n 10-5:30 daily. 529B~mB:~i6
CLOSE TO C~'\B Orchard, 3
NICE. ~URNISHED. 1·2 bedroom. bedroom. $250. 985-2021 after 5:30.
~~3_~:r.ted. 457-6956. ::2~~?59 ~~_. _ _ ~439BaI70
ROUMS·MEN·CLOSE to campus.
ENERGY EFFICIENT ONE

~~~~~5~r~~eges Utili~~1 g:~~9

~n~~~~r~: alJf~~~~~~~'IOC~~8ef~

modern apartment building close

!fvacif!'6r:-jti~l~d I.U$~~e~:ym~~~~:

410 WEST
FREEMAN:
3
bedrooms. $490 per month. 2
bedroom. $390 per month. Ef-

r::

~~~~~. r!\: I~~~~ihsre;::~
and summt'r tt'rm. Also rooms at
609 S
Poplar. Call 687·4577
evenings.
B6512Bal68

'u~~~?~~lla~~~~~e tf. ~~.

1539.

B7019Ba172

:LEAN. QUI!!. j' EFFICIENCIES
)ne, two and three bedroom apt

~tilr;ie~os:nJo ~:arr.Pu~87~I~TI'~

NEWL Y REDONE
APARTMENTS AND HOMES
nOSE TO CAMPUS

~~~~i.t~r:rH~~f:a;~1 457-7352 or

One to four b.droom apartments

529-1082 or 549-3375

MODERN 2 bdr. apt.,

HOUSI HUNTERS
1-11""~

~" ... rt_ts

_»7t

Lambert Realty-lOO W. Moin
Evenings-Weekends

549-"71

~&:.~': 3X~~ly~i~~2P~.p~:J~n

Now Renting For Fall
Hau ••1 Clol. to Campul
Newly Remod.l.cI
Furnished or Unfurnished
5 Bedroom 507 w. M",n (back I

B5970Ba157

ii;;(i)SS from

ri~iJ:!>J.a?Vf [1~bY!S~~~. O~il~:

woods Rentals. 5291539

B7091Bal74

CLEAN, QUIET, EFFICIENCIES
)1 e, two &. three bedroom apart- .
ments. Close to campus. 687·
1938.
B6597BaI74
LOVELY

~BEDROOM

U~

~~~lt:'a~~~~~~f~.~i5%pet,

or!d Bigge,'

EXCEPTIONAL apt.,

'fl. Hav. Other Smaller
Hou ... Ancl Apartments
NearCampul

ATTIC STUDIO APT. take over
lease to 1-8.-;, $17S-mo .• Cl. send
to PO

~B~J9

Glen Williams Apts.
Fully Furnished
Conveniently Locoted To Compus
SUMMER RATES 1984
EHeclency. .125 per month
1 Bedroom•• 150 per Month
2 . .droom- .175 per month
ALSO TAKING CONTRACTS FOR FALL & SPRING

510 S. University

ph. 4'7.7941

511 Fore'it
607 W Fre@mon
~o.eE He5fer
406 E Hester
• 409 E. Freeman

I

B7242Bal75

:~ '\J~r~~i~~~~~~~~54~~~\h.now. 3~~~n~~~~e
B6083Bal58

~ :;:~;7~~e
300 E C.'lIege

36113Ba157
'" BDRM

I
I

ROYAL RENTALS

Quiet neiFth.

~_~~_~_din~~~~~~_°B'_~_hi_3B_2b_I_~~1

~

AND 2 bedroom houses. Quiet
neighborhood, nice yards. applianct'.; 'lnd air conditioning. 54~
3930 or 549·1218.
7075Bhl63
2 BEDROOM HOUSE in Makanda.
$125 per month. 684-6274.
B6617Bbli4

Now Taking Contracts
For Summer and
Fall/Spring Semester

RATES
Summ.r
Eft. Apts.
1 Bdrm. Apt.
2 Bdrm. ApI.
2 Bdn"l.
Mobile Home

FOR LEASE·FURNISHED 1·5 br.
house-5 students. 1-3 br. house-4
students. SI50 per mo. per student.
Call 457·8044 or 549-0374. 7fl1i6Bbl58

Fall

$110
$140
$200

$155
$185
$300

$9S·
$110

$110$ISS

All locations are furnished
one o/c.

One to Shen bedroom houses

B6783Ba165

LARG~ 3 BEDROOM.

4-: BEDROOM house.

to University. $200 per month. 457·
6267.
B6626Bbl58

and large efficiency. owners do

GEORGETOWN APARTMENTS
RENTING fall &. summer for 2. 3. 4

I

529-2954

NOW RENTING FOR
FALL OR SUMMER

B6996Ba~;i9

I A:-.Il 2 bed nom furnished
apartment close to campus.
Summer and fall. 893-4532 or 8934033.
6275Bal63

FROM 1-5 PM

2 BEDROOM. NEW carpet. close

Hou.e.

lease or $275 a month without
lease. Deposit required. 549-5550.

:~~:I~t.;:~~6available ~~~2~~\~

PARKYIEW

~~_s8.t_'te_jY_14~~_t_s_or_w_B"_~ho_er_ge_b_174 i;:~-:::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~iiiiiiii~::;;~-:

~~~ =ier~~:::h c:f8i~2 c~r::~~

SPACIOUS FURNISHED 3 room.

Avail~~B~~~9

REAL-L-Y-N-ICE-S-IX--be-dr-oo-m-,-2
hath. furnished house very near
camf,us. available immedi a te1&,

457-4123

DESOTO.

No pets.

905 E. Park Sf.

T~:;il~\r~1~~~~~I:re~1t:f.ic::~

~It~~Ro; 2B:?e'!~e. $f~s~~~e~O

"110 Some H _ & Apart:.

!s Now Renting
For Summer & Fal:

Show Apt. I to 5 pm M·W·F

now.

..t.

OFFICE IS OPEN DAILY

~~in.Bf_~~~~~isl~~S:cio~:

spring 529-3581 or 529-182tl.
B6531Bal71

~:f'~

TH!OUADS
1207S_Wall
C'clal.

' - - - - - - - - - - - -.... 1 Call 529-2533 between 10~~!M~aml64.
FUR:'oIISHED APTS. ON West Uak
SI. 2 bedroom $240. I-bedroom $185.
APARTMENTS, CARBONDALE.
Available May 15.457-6166.
RIGHT on campus South Poplar
6764Ba157
APTS. &. HOUSES close to SIU. 1
2. 3. bedrooms. summer 1'. fall-

to , . .

~~i-i3a-~-cE-~-r-U~-~-ed-2~3-~-.. -~-1a-a~-:n !;:~f»:8:4:-:2:33:0:;-~6~.:7:-1:5:.:.=~

~~~~~~:!~~~85l~~. m~068I\LI~"

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment. Call 457-6874 after 6'30.
B7281Bal66

I-ge].j-Hh-*I

Of

KNOLLCREST RiNTALS
8. 10 & 12 Wide
AC. Naturol Gos
$85 and up
Country Surroundings
5 miles West on Old 13

BIG 4 BEDROOM farmhouse. 7
miles from campus. Only $250'
Well insulated. Some utilities. 5493850.
7084Bb159

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS.
furnished

I

MUllcal

~:;fiO~~r~~9h~u:r:i J!0o~r~::J:~.

Southwoods Rentals. 529-1539.
B6622Bb174

NEW 2 BR 516 S. Poplar. 2 people
unfurn. $349. 2 peop,le fum. $389. 3
~f.le $50 more. ;)29-3~k4~~1~

C'G~IOClJmpu,

..........,. .......

For mor. information

Phone: 457-52" Open Sat.

WarrenRcI.
(Ju.t off E. Par" St.)

Center. Furnished or uniurnished.

13 West, caU 884-4145. B7249Ba174

• 1 & 2 8edro.>m Anchored
• Nicely Furnished & Carpeted
Energy Saving & Underpinned
• New! Laundromat Focilities
• Natural Gos
• Nice Quiet & Clean Setting
• Neor Compus
• Sorry No Pets Accepted

........_

3 BEDROOM HOUSE close to Ree.

~==,
~'-:~:I~= ~a~~
bondaIe Ramada Ina on Old Route

~~~ ~~~1~~g 6 dr~~~;r ~e~k~nt
drawer dresser. 457-5625.
7077Am157

I

EF-

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apartment. air. available im-

SUMMIIONL'fEfficienci.. I 3 Bdrm Apt.
'All & SPItiNGEfficiencies Oniy

222 W. Freeman
529.2313

FURNISHED

ri~isl:~~arlva:I~f:ll!S~~~ O&lU~~:

only. available June 12. absolutely
no pets or waterbeds. call 684-4145.
87248Ba174

fUfnt'lot<\OI'd

fulf-,-Corpeled

ONE BEDROOM BY Ree. Center.
Available now. 209'2 E. Fr~man.
529-1539. .
B6623BbI74

woods Rentals. 529-1539.
B7092Bb174

~~~~~~eCI~wV~?m~3fc~1 cs~:!e~~

SwImming PCIOI

BDR. 3 ~p.le need I more. $90 a

T~~.th. aJ utilities inc~~~B~N4

LUXURY

SlOW. Walnut
Also Available

""CO"odIt,OI"ll"9

4

LARGE 3 BEDROOM. across froln

.~'C~~~~: furnished'B~J~i;1

APARTMENTS
SIU APPROVED

Cable and Satellite TV

4 bedrooms. Call 684-5917.
B6819Bbl72

NICE NEWER 1 bedroom. 509 S.
Wall St.. 313 E. Freeman, S390·

REDUCED
SUMMER RATES

457·2134

Now Available
For Sum_ and/lW Fall

ra~~e~s~~~~~e~? f~:r:rs~~ ~oL

CARTERVILL'EJ BEDROOMS.
Water and trash. furnished. $250.
457·4000. after 5 :30457·8621.
- - _ . ___ ----..!ill...38BaI70
LUXURY
TWO
BEDROOM
townhouse. over 800 s'luare feet
plus two car garage. Availablp
Immediately. Five miles south on
7056Ba159
Route 51. 457-5150.

Benlng Real btote
205E.Maln

Rentall-Salel
LellOnl-Repalrl

HOUSING

lease
B6210Bb157

~~~~Iease and depos~~w!~

Efficiency Apartments

CENTER

POUR 4 BEDROOM Houses,

~~~:~: ~~W~:~.j5~~7~'

~.rJ'I~~~e:al~:n~~~ !\~j &~~tl~~~

SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES

SAILBOARD

ANTIQUE V ANITY

NEW TWO BEDROOM unfurnished. excellent condition. new

TAKE IT EASY
Live 1 'I, 810cks From Cc.mpus

549-3376 ar 529-1149

~~~!~I~~!!! al~d ~u I!'xes~

Some .. ear campus. Call s1'9-1315,
1-893-2376. 457-6956.
634IBb159
3 BEDhv.JM BEHIND ree center.

SPECTACl'LAR 4 BDRM. Two
baths. Cathedral ceiling. deck.
tOlalll' new interior and exterior.
Wt'U Insulated. :'olear rec centt'r.
:'010 pets. 549-2973.
B7276Bb161
NOT A TYPI::AL rental house. 3
bedroom npar ree center. lIuge
living room with cedar beam
I'eiling. Refininshed oak floors. ac.
wdl insuJatf'<i. No pets. 549-3973.
B7274Bb161
SPACIOUS TWO BDRM recently

~::::~v~~ ~:~~;m'~

aAt di~~~

with swing. No pets. 54>1-3973.
B7277Bb161

("DALE
COTTAGE
FURNISHED. I male student. No pets.
motorcycles. Avail. immediately.
Phone j57·8466. 7 a,n. to 8 pm.
6628Bbl58
CLEAN 3 BEDROOM house.
Sublease for summer. $300 a

::!'~~I:bl!1c!'rS:aa. ~~f~6~

house
7266Bb162

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnis .. ed. Exceptionally nice.
Available now. Rent inclUdes all

~~~~~HJ:l~ ~~~n~:s ~7-4~~I.J.

I

Mobil.

H...:.ma""1

ONE BEDROOM. QUIET. S80month. Available now Southwoods
Park. 529-1539.
B7090Bc174
SUMMER OR FALL. 1 or 2
bedroom. $90·$130. Quiet. clean,
private parking, shaae trees, no
pets. Onry a few left. 5:!9·1539.
B7257Bc174
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED.
Air. cpntral. One block from
campus Phone 5211-2533. between
6-JO p.m. Mon·Friday. $385-month.
B726IBcl74
WALK TO SIU from this very nice

~!.;reJ~a~~a~~r~r!it~~~l~h~

available. Summer rate. 529-5878
or 529-3921 .
B7256Bcl61
12x60 2 B~DR()OM. extra insulation. shaded lot. close to

~:t:I~~Si~~~~;n~7~~~r.rted.

ac,
B6596Bc159

12x60 2 OR 3 bedrooms, furnished
or unfurnished. carpeted ac,

s

~~~~~~~o"n~ f.t~~~~~~JW
B6595Bcl62

GATES LANE TWO Bedroom
10x50 furnished with AC. Nice
condition seml-'p'rivate. 2 miles

~oV~~~· SI50-mon~:a~

available May 15, S420-mo. 5291539.
B6lJ78Bbl58
NICE TWO BR. house. Quiet.
siladed area. Aug. 1st. 1-965-6947 or
1·996-3104.
B6068Bbl58

CARBONDALE I&'2 BEDROOM,
close to campus. clean. available

~:o-Ae~f~~e ratesB~~rs2

:r~l~~.: ~~5~~se, k~i!:~~7~

BEDROOM HOUSE ~.JIj W. Mill.
$900 monthly. Available now. Days
549-7381 Evenings 457-4~.h71BbI74

2 BDR. FRONT &. rear. )1;' bath,
washer. vez nice, Malibu Village,
~: lease d"posit r~~B::~
UNBELIEVABLY TRUE! $135!

,J:~~::3~:OO~~~~:rfsf-

~~r~~i~~~e~~~1se~i~e=~

VERY NICE 1969 Elcona, 2 bdr.
Exceller·: condition, must see to
apJlreeiah:. $6.;00. Located in nice
mobile home park. 529-5878.
B7289Bcl63

549-3850.

IN CARBO"'lDALE 12x60, clean,
$4000. 529-5878.
.B7290Bcl63

-----------b

:-.,

7124Bbl60

1133Bc 159

EXTRA·NICE. FURNISHED 2
and 3 bedroom. Available summer
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f-

~~bll~~:~~,: j]

2 ~EDROOM' FURNISHED,
available for summer and fall. No
pets please. 457-8352 aftu~Wc 161
ONE BEDROOM APT.

AT NELSON
PAliK. Mobile
714 E.
College,
and Southern

~~~wt~~~. ~:n\~~Y~1r~~::l
~:~le.'f~~~r;h~2~alla~~~~~~11

Services. 457-3321.

t.:.' ·.

1

Room.

.

L-~.......;........;.;.....;.;....'"-"';";'~--""

6000.

~~~ ROOMS AT good ~%'i,~Ji'fg

~g:~afre~or~.:~~~.z1:~~l~~

ROOMS, CARBONDALE. FOR
men and women st~dents in

MURDALE HOMES Ji-1 Carbondale. SW city Iiw.its. 2
bedrooms. 12 mile west. Murdale
Shopping ... Kroger. 2 miles or 9
minutes to campus or dl'wntov;n.

north of ~niversity Librarv. You
have key to apartment and Eo your
private room. You have your own
priva te frostless refrigerator &: 2
§~kj~g~i~~~~sn in...eab~ t':F;!?:~nt2
lavatories. with other students in

1:f~rc~t~ ~~~~t~:'le~eb~r~

f:O~tiFe~:~~f~rg!~~~~~~~o~~~~~~cn

night

lighting.

~;e~lt~e ~~::~t d~~~~~fl
refuse pickup. Av!Wable June 1 or
after. very com~tive prices, call
:";,~ or 529. Sig~~~
GLISSON M. H. P. One. two. and
thrre bed.·oom hom~.8. Cheap rent.

s.~~~: t~1i pi~.:!~r!~J\:~a;a~~·

included in pr.ce oftn~;;. Sorry no
pets. 616 E. rark. Car~~I~C~1

1 &: :: iJedroom mobile EOmes on

:~~~~~!il!a~.- ~v~~~=~'
7032Bcl58

WALKING DISTANCE TO sm, 2
bdrm., air. underpinJied. $100summer, 5150-Fall Imn1e<.liately
avail. Eve. 549-8342.
7OJIB~158
NEW 14x60 2-BEDRooM. 1.., bath.

~:~:;'~I ~i~c~o ~~~~a~~~~J:

549-0491.

86115Bcl58

ro~':ke.all':;;~Tee~~tc~~~y 'ca~~~~
bookshelves, TV in lounge, pay

}~~~hZt'~o~e !fI~~~~%. $~~ ~!rKh~:i:;;~!~e~e~u~r;r li~~~

mol. summer, 5195 mo. fall or
singles rates. 457-4084. 7099Bc162

CARBONDALE,
TWO
BEDROOM. Very nice and
reasonable. Ph. 457-£047 evening~.
6901BcJ5O
SUPER NICE 2 bedroom.

C.:lrpel.

Utilities included in rents, very
economical. very .-:om~titive.
Available June 1 or after. Call 41i7~!~. or 529-5777. Slgn~~t.~~~~~

7233C157

529-1539.

~i~.rnished. Southw~lsS:~f~

INDEPENDENT LIVING CLOSE
to campus, call Marty, 5~~dI59
LOW COST HOUSING,
summer rates. Different
Check with Chuck's 529-4444.
6062Bcl60

COMING SOON FOR YOUR YEAR ROUND
SWIMMING PLEASURE

371:J0.

6770<..169

LPl~:~O~t:;::~~,L~~~,~}

Medicine-Caroondale. SA o. HS
degree aad ex~erien~!! with

rae~;:tlft~~e:~~: ~r 3!~1~~~~:~
~r;:~~n ~~::~~~:pin ~:sl~~~1
animal sur~erl would be an ad:~~~!f~nSUa~i !~~~ s~pe":.f:Xc~~

including name of one P' rson who
can be contacted for a relerence. to
Ps~Margaret Parr by i~id~

Roommate.

ROOMMATES NOW FOR furnished 'bedroom house 4 b,ocks to
~:r.;,~~~.mer rate t&:riiB~~
GREAT LOCATION,
ROOMMATE needed for large. double on
Mill ... Poplar $90 or IHI. Call Julie
5.111-2338.
7107Bel58

~~~~~d~I~,Il~~~i~~~i ~ef~il~~l~!

~:g~:::"oC~i~~rll~anf:~g~1a

hav!' climcal ,"xperience w'.th
mirumum of two years tea.:hing
experience: dlose with experience

~~\~ ~~~fv~na IW::,v~~fr~~!~~~

Master's degree preferred.
Teaching resposibilities include
but are not lImited to anatomy.

f~~~~i:~~~~lc r~~i;.~~rer~~~lti~~·

clinical visitation, and medical
terminology. Position carries rank
of assistant professor, salary
commensurate with educatio.1 and
experience. Contrl.ctural ~r;od

"'' ' SIS of p/oceo

10 sho,.

502 W. Sycamore
457-1714

~a::JiJ~~li[ ~~i.r~m2a~ea;~1:

firmative action-equal opportunity
7254CI58
employer.
FEMALE DISABLED PERSON
needs attendant-ASAP, various

~~ .;. .,.·'" - - -'-=- l~_1 r~~! 'W'~n;at~~~r.~Jn~~f

RBONDALE MOBILE HOMES [....".;...,"';•""__
D'""'UP.;....I............
.....
CARTERVILLE, VERY NiCE,
Free Bu. to SIU

.ATlS STAinING
MO.

'" .,.5 PI.

HwySlNorth

PH: 549-3000

PART
TIME
POSiTlONS
2 available.
Shift oositions avaIlable
bedroom carpet, A-::, parking,
up to 35 hours- wet-k. (S3.35-hr.) at a
~n:lm~~n~~~~hn. AB~rl~ small adult .vouP home. Duties;

MALIBU VILLAGE
NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL
Three Locations
Rent Starts at $165
1. Hwy. 51 S. Mobile Home.
12 & 1-4 Wides, locked mailboxes, close
to laundromat, 9 or 12 month lease.
Special summer rates. Satellite dish with
MTV and FM channel and HBO available.
2. 1000 E. P§rk Mobile Hom••
12 & 1-4 Wldes close to campus, clqse
to laundromat. 12 month lease, cablevision available.

3. 710 W. Mill Apartrnent.
Two bed;-oom, across ..treet from campus.
Medeco locI( system for extra security,
12 month lease, cablevision available.

CALL

529-4301
NOW
,Page 14, Daily Egyptian, June 14,1984

~~vi~ecs..urai;~i:I')~ c~~~~'e:ki::r

TWO BEDROOM FURNiSHED or
unfurnished. Pets ok. Caret, ac,
~Jthw'::tkA::~~s~;:.\a~~ now.
B6621Bf174

residents. High school degree
required. Work i!xperience in
her{l~ professio'l preferred.

GATES LANE TWO bedroom
furnished central air, very nice
condition, sewivate, 2 miles

with residents ....ho have emotional
~oblems. Send -:esume to JCCOO:lale, d~~!~y ~~~e, Car·
B7259CI60

NICE 2 BEDROOM town-house,
air, unfurnished, no pets, water &:

SECRETARY,
PERMANENT
PART-:.ime. 10 b;,urs-week. 13.50-

~~T-~'

montb~i'B~

~~, furnished, 2 years

gfgiJrtl2'

7

ONE
BEDROOM
UNFURNISHED, ac. 809 North
Springer. Call 549-7901. B7267Bf162
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE.
Furnished. Includes heat and
water. Avail. now. 403 W.
Freeman. $5OO-mo. Days 549-7381,
Evenings 457-4221.
B7273Bf174
COUNTRY LIVING, MINUTES to
campus. Large 2 bdrm., unfurnished. Charles Rd. 529-1735,
457-69!i11
ImlBf157

G~,;;~~~~;~'~~~~~~~;]
VERY NIC& SHADED .lot with
fishing lake, patio, trash I!lc~.
Located 2~ miles out I)f Car-

~fi::;_ ~~:e

to

Tn:s~t

NIGHT STAFF, CARBONDALE.
Live in and supervise house.
Excellent references and good
character
es::<ential.
Job

~~:~~~~~~ W:~~'sa~E~::'t=

Freeman_ Applications close .
atW. noon
June 18.
8661OCl511
WANT MONEY TO bm-n'! Avon
offers Carbondale's hottest e'U'-

:n~:CtWet].t~gi3~arolyn t'~~4

'A'W RESTA1;RANT IS now accepting IIpplicati~'I\S for daft~~

IWur,t,tJ·nnq.M I

•?.~ ~2=':;::::_
II?"

'~r-';;"1

~.~~:a::;t,t ond ~.d

,.

J_ _ "

Anrl~'" ~~d

AI HUMAN tlrtlQ otlOANf%ATION
Lay................. lervlce
JH.UMOIf' 1·"",,,,
PI.a'.l.caUln~"

fa,n,ur."",ullabilil'y
Cred,'CCII'daO_1l
W.r~tto:Zl,.r.'oIdet

""""'fOUhcnI.a

YGJtdlnturanc•• I~·"".

T" .>ING - RUSH JOBS and
r!!gular. Cassette tapes tran·jcribed. Termpapers. thesesdissertations. bOok manuscripts,

tw~n~¥~in~~:~i~~~~:~~f.S·
3:J74E159

DAVIS
CONSTRUCTIONANYTHING irom a hole in your
roof to a whole new house. Af·
fordable qua;ity. 457-11438. 4875El59
THE
HA "WYMAN-LAWN
mowing. yardwork. hauling, small
tree removal. Free estimates.
~~~~~able rates. Qualitllst~;~7

c:.r~~~:!:HT

Fr. . pr..~nanc.,. ,*stlng

~f;a:, 1~fotF~~r:t. 'Wo~ !i:
Director, Allied Health and Pu~lic
Services, School of Technical
Careers,
Southern
Illinois

ChoIce

COLLEGE

~~~!~k w;:nJ:..~ull-ti~~ 1;g~60

~~p1rc"a~\~~Ss ~~:k~~~~::'V~ft

RADIOLOGIC
FACULTY-THE
School of Technical Careers.

SUMMER CARTERVILLE. NICE
home, air. microwave, washerdryer, share uti1i'ies. 10lN. rent
negotiable.
P ,ssible
tra~
sportation. 985--8038.
7088Bel58

HAIH)-WORKiNG

14hn..IAey.r..,.

B6599Bd174

~:~~~~ll ~~~t ~~~i~. ~:~g:.

(tWU-jWg,ijj":,,j., I

CULTURED ChEAMS, S. 51 next

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND fall.

86554Bcl72

1 BEDROOM. $110; 2 bedroom.
$130. ~iet. excellent condition, no

rf~e~~r h~~~~n~I'~~ ~od~r:rs~~
r::rJ!efv~~~ekJI:..l~~e~'W!;~: l;p~

employment. Apply in person after
6 p.m.
7072C157

~~S~::m~~: ~~eJ;w=smrarr.

M~OBiLE'* INDOOR POOL
OMES

SI6.559-

ASSEMBLY WORK. MAKE 515.00

m8es east of University Mall.
Preferred Grad. student, no pets.
rent $175-mo. Reduced rates
during summer. also taki~lg Fall

cHILD CARE POSITIONS Unit
director and child care personnel
lor
na tiona lIy
accret.ited
residential treatment agency in
mid-Missouri. Multi-disciplinary
team approach. Individualized

~r:o~r:;en~m~~~!~~~em~o:e P~~~
~o"xn~lia~'r.\~~~~!l~ tr8t~~v~6i!
!~~~5HNar:JJ~~n\xr.°~~ M-F-V-H.
678SC159

clean.

~a~~e~r::~& nf':!-':!":~r:'t~~n~r

B7268ClSl

GOVERNMENT JOBS.

fl~

conditioning.

~~~~ ~~n ~ ~ai~g~e~~ug1fr_
bondale. IL 549-5359.

7079Bc168

~~~~~ fUi~if~~ '~r;;~.tel;:a~:~

water heater. 50 foot lots. trees and
privacy. cable-TV. city water ...
sewers. underpinned'" skirted.
anchored witll steel cables on

AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS AND
general exercise instructors and
substitutes. Start immediately.

~=flexi~,:~~e:i(.:r~~; t::O~k

tt'

~'::iii~dtie!:1fa~ffNi f~;=

year essential. 687-1169.

6559C160

POSITION AVAR:\BLE. COMMUNITY Mental Health Agency
'witb a crisis intervention

·~~!~tsl ~~t~!.lIIf'~! P~~~

focus of thiS position is crisis intervention. Minimum
requirements include Masters

F:rvrcewiWe~rt~f:r~J'W::3

willingness to I(,·cate within
Alexander or Pula,:ki counties.
Salary range: $1<.500-$18,000.
Resumes may be dire-::ted to Roger
W. Hannan, Executive Director,
218 10th St., Cairo, IL_ 62914. An
Equal Oppo-lunity Emplo~~157
DEVELOPMENTAL
SKILLS
TRAINING specialist. Bachelor's

I conf.d."tial

onistonCf!

5.9-2794
M"ndo1 9-.1 Noon
Tu••.. Wed . Thurs.

IOom·4pm

21SW.MA'Oj

I AIM DESIGN StudiO. Garments
designed. constructed and altered.
Open 7 days. 529-3998. B6612E174

~e~!?ri~. PF~~f ~n~P:~;uia~~

reasonable rate:'!. Guaranteed no
errors. 549-2258.
7100E175
TYPING.
THES::s,
DISSERTATIONS. Listed with Graduate
School. 457-4714 after 5 7109EI61

Coun. . llng Iinformation
on

.Pregnanc:y
• Birth Control
• Herpe.
The Welln... Center
536-4441
TH~

HANDYMAN - CARPENTRY, roofing, drywalling
electrical, I!ainhng. Repair,
remodel or build. Estimates,
~Z;.~~~ble rates, qualitlt8~~~~7
I AIM DESIGN Studio. Garments
designed, clothing construction

:~ken~~~~=:

callooJ'Earsi

EXPERIENCED CHILD CARE
available dur.ng summer, 2

~~:c"es~~~ffa~r:,i~~\e~~9

or 457-2825.

6768E157

TYPING, THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main St 549-3512
fl!l9OEI71

WANTED '1'0 BUY. Class rjngs,
gold" silver, broken jewelry,

r.~.~e::."fs7~t. CO~F16(

~e:'ea~~;:~

JUNK CARS AND trucks_ After 5
p.m. 967-2272_
7240FI74

desir:_ Salary range $10,500$'2,000 annual plUII fri!lge_ Ap{lly
~ June 15 to Jacksoa Commumty

;"ut:~~up~t. Call 529-5290~~4

~e~ear:m.~;pe~gl~ adJJ~

M~~~t~~tor!O 6~6"31hn

opponumty Employer.

;:t'

~"ii8

EVALUATION ASSISTANT HALF
time_ Duties include computer
.ista entry, mic.:ro computer !NlItware O{IefI!tion, and P!'e~ation of
statiStical reports_ High School
diPloma requlJ'ed and experiellce
WIth computers preferred.. 14.50
per hour_ Resume accepted
fhroul!h June IS. Send resume to
JCCMHC, 604 E. College, Car
bcnda-te, IL 62901. Equa op~unity employer_
B7239CI58

WA.1\ffED AIR CONDITIONERS

BASEBALL CARDS,

BUY,

~:!~bil!~~O&: J tor:is,

ft, Ave_ 457-6831.

sen

aJrrts
B7010F174

BASS GUITARIST SEEKING
musicians to form rock band_
~!Tt~~~. Call M~~~60

LOST 2 BLACK Labs, 3 mo's old.
Reward. Can 451-2654 or 529-4059.
7122G161

[, 'WH'hMMHit- ICELTICS:
PARTIES,

PARTIES,

~!~W :u~f~e~f~ ~~~I 'f,~~h ~~

you can drink and security at
abso.lutely no cost to you for

~~=~~tlg::~, paPlil N'A'i~a:~~~
Nightclub, 457-4621.

B6103J162

ellStable near Cedar Lake. Apply Boll
HORSE

LOVERS

WITH

~r~~n~~a~eri~eor~, e:tCh~~~~e~~;

~uii-ga~':nsD;~rdi~f.~~~{!;n<t~:
B7244Jl58

BIOFEEDBACK COURSE

Champs continue tradition

ContinuPd from Page 16
specialization SOlRg on, Los
production from all five players Angeles could haVe won the
because they know each, other's series four games to none. But
capabilities and limitations. the Celtics have the tradition of
Celtic coach K.C. Jones had 14 World Championship banners
two outside shooters in Danny hanginll from the Boston
Ainge and Brad Wellman and a Gardens. Thev made adreplacement center-forward in justments on the Lakers'
Kevin McHale. When these specialty players and beat the~
players came off the bench they at their own game. As the dIfJust went out and played. The ferent Laker player.; were
Lakers' specialty players brought in, the Celtics changed
wouldn't try anything out of the way they played.
their specialty and Boston used
AND WHO needs air conthat to their advantage.
Even with all of this ditioning anyway'? Wllat better
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Continued from Page 16
toward game situations.
"Proper techniCJ.ue has a lot to
do with thinking, ' Jones said.
"We try to make the players
think about what they're doing.
For example, a player needs to
think about his footwork when
he cuts off a throw from t.':e
outfield."

co~: f::~c~~r::e~~ t~~t~~~

across the Midwest. But Jones
feels the bulk of the players in
this session have come from the
Chicago area. He said 36 players
came from suburban Chicago's
Marian Catholic High School.
"This year I have to say that
most of the players came from
Northern Illinois," Jones said.
"But we get them from most
everywhere: We've got players
from the St. Lol!is area, Kentucky and Southern Illinois
also."
With the huge turnover from
year to year, it is difficult for
J ones to remem ber every
player who has participated in
the camp. In fact, some players
that JonE'S hail forgotten have

later returned and became
members of the Saluki baseball
team.
"I've had guys like Jay
Bellissimo, Scott Bridges, Mike
Blumhorst and Gary Bockhorn
come here, but we don't
remember them ~a\lse they
were too young at the time,"
Jones said.
Everyone is given equal
treatment ~t the r:!Il'p and
Jones said he does; iL: ogle out
the more talented p.ayers.
"We don't tell a player how
good he is or how hard he can
throw," Jones said. "We are
here to improve the players'
technique. "
The !irst session of the camp
will rur ~.1rough June 15, with a
second session scheduled for
June 17 through 22. Jones expects over 300 players to par·
ticipate in the two sessions.
"As far as I knO'... , this is the
largest camp in (he midwest,"
Jones said. "Other camps have
been started in the area, but
they haven't caught on for
various reasons."

TRACK: Recruits signed
Continued from Page 16
Kelly to provide immediate
strength to the cross country
program, too.
"Cross country in New York is
a strong.. ~ell-established sport,
so PatriCIa's accomf,lishments
speak well for her,' DeNoon
said. "She comes from a good
program and has the kind of
self-confidence to compete
nationally. I expect her to move
immediately into SIU's all-time
top five in cross country."
Kelly is expected to run in the
1,500 and 3,OOO-meter events for
the Salukis' track squad next
spring. She will help an area
which has been a weak spot for
SIU-C in the past.
Nease is a high school state
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champion in the 800- and 1,600meters. She led her high school
to a West Virginia state
championship in both track and
cross country last season.
DeNoon said her primary event
will be the 1,500-meters.
"Dawn has been running only
three years or so," DeNoon
said. "She has a tremendous
amount of natural talent but
comes from a relatively new
program. She has a winning
attitude but has never trained at
the 5,000 distances. I look forward to seeing what she can do
after strenuous workouts and
more individual attention."

way to get closer to the home
team than by sweating with
them'? In Los Angeles, the fa loS
(who are a bunch of actors and
singers like Jack Nicholson and
Dionne Warwick), sit comfortably in air conditioned
luxury boxes. Boston patrons
(who are just commoners), get
to sweat it out together. The
fans seem to be more real than
all the fancy cultured folks on
the West Coast. TI:ey were
ecstatic that the Celtics won a
game, let alone the championship. The Lakers' fans are

more subdued and do not yell as
loud as Boston fans.
The simple fact is that the
Celtics own an'lther World
ChampionshiD and the threat of
Laker supr....macy has once
again been put down. The
Lakers have a young team full
of tabnt and will return to the
NBA Championship Series. But
as long as the Celtics are in the
title game too, they'll always
have that Celtic tradition 'lno
the lurk of the Irish on' tneir
side.
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Fisk injured;
Sox shuffle
to shore up
CHICAGO (AP) -- The
Chicago White Sox on Wednesday placed veteran Carlton
Fisk on the 15-day disabled list
and recalled Joel SI.inner from
their Denver affiliate in a bid to
shore up the catchin~ corps.
Fisk, suffering from a pulled
abdominal muscle, is hitting
.197 with six home runs and 17
runs batted in. The White Sox
have used Marc Hill behind the
plate to back up Fisk. Skinner
has appeared in 10 games,
hitting at a .200 clip with the
parent club.
In another move, the team
sent Casey Parsons back to
Denver and purchased the
contract of Steve Christmas,
who played behind Skinner at
the Triple A affiliate.
Christmas is hitting .357 with
one homer and seven RBIs at
lJenver.
Daily Egyptian, June 14, IlR14, t'age l~

Celtics perspired to continue a winning tradition
Three ~heers for tradition.
Once again, tradition won out
as th' Boston Celtics beat the
Los Angeles Lakers for thelf
15th NQ~ional Basketball
Association
Championship
Tuesday night.
It was the speed and flash of
the Lakers against the size anc.
determination of the Celtics. So
much for speed and flash.
Not to take anything away
from the Lakers - they're a
great team - but if people
wanted to see a speed show like
Los Angeles displays, they
would go to a track meet.
Los Angeles' Earvin "Magic"
Johnson may be one of the best
offensive guarris in the NBA (he
should be, he's a quick forward
playing guard), but he made
some critical mistakes that cost
the Lakers three games. On the
other hand, Boston's point
guard, Gerald Henderson,
turned in steady performances.

From

the

Press Box
Duane Crays
He moved the ball upcourt,
passed to the open man al'd got
the crucial steal in the :.econd
game when the Celtics needed it
most.
BOSTON GUARD Dennis
Johnson overcame a terrible
offensive start to score 20 or
more points in the last four

games. He also did a good job
defensively on Johnson. Laker
guard Michael Cooper did just
the opposite - provided good
defensive support against Larry
Bird early in the series, but little
offensive help when the Lakers
needed it.
At the center position, the
Lakers had the best in Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar. He is their main
offensive weapon and the
classiest player in the NBA. But
one man can't carry a team especially in an NBA Championship. Celtic center Robert
Parrish didn't do anything
particularly well during the
series, but he turned in good,
well-rounded performances for
seven games.
Celtic forward Cedric Maxwell grabbed many offensive
rebounds and shot well from the
free throw line during the series
- important consideru.~ he was
fouled often. Laker forward

James Worthy did everything
on offense that a player can do,
but it's too bad he didn't play
defense. Contrary to popular
belief, teams do play defense hI
thE NBA. It's just more sub~le
than in the Natior.al Footbal
w.:; ...e.
AT FORWARD, Bird has no
peer. Not Julius Erving, not
Bernard King, not Worthy. Bird
isn't flashy. He just plays good,
solid basketball day in and day
out. That's why he was named
Championship Series Mos'.
Valuable Player. Laker forward
Kurt Rambis is the closest th:ng
Los Angeles has to an oldfashioned player like Bird. He
gets a little respect for that.
Both teams had deep bench
strength that was used heavily
during the series. Los Angeles
had a bench of specialized
players that are used in the
right situations. Boston had

S12.0rts

depending on
track recruits

participants are grouped according to the positon they play,
but each player receives individual attention.
"We don't get into the team
concept," Jones said. "We let
their coaches in the summer
leagues worry about that. We
concentrate on individual work.
H a player thinks there is
something he needs to work on,
he just tells us and we'll help
him out."
Jones runs morning and afternoon sessions and also
organizes games in the evening.
The batting cages are almost
constantly in operation.
"The (batting) machines go
on at 7:45 a.m. and go until 5
p.m.," Jones said. "Then we
turn them on for an hour and a
half at night. We bring each
group in for a session in the
morning and then the players
can hit on their own later. Each
player gets 200 or more swings a
day."
~ coaches also put the
~ thletes
thrcugh strategy
d~cussions where they try to
get them to adapt their thinking
See CAMP, Page 15

By Mike Frey
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy
Jamie Hogan. 15, of Granite City, got in some batting practice in the
Saluki baseball camp Wednesday afternoon.

18 intralDural sports slated for SUlIlnIer
H:'

C

See CEL TICS, Page 15

Don DeNoon

Baseball's tops
in Itch,y's camp
Many of the athletic camps
that flourish across the country
this time of year resemble a
military boot camp, with emphasiS placed on discipline and
conditioning.
However, at the 12th annual
Saluki baseball camp, which
began its first of two sessions
June 10 at Abe Martin field,
there is little evidence of a gunghoatmosphere.
SIU-C baseball coach Itchy
Jones began the camp in 1973 for
the purpose of helping high
school players with the fundamental skills of baseball.
Jones has operated his camp in
a relaxed atmosphere, where
the
participants
are
autom2.tically placed at ease.
"I think that most camps are
run to get people into shape,"
Jones said. "But we're concerned entirely with fundamentals and technique. We
stay away from conditioning."
Jones uses high school and
college coaches to aId him in
instructing 155 athletes in the
fme points of the game. The

BOSTON STARTED each
game with a set lineup and
played those five for the
majority of the game. This
system results in good, steac..v

'Daily 'Egyptian

Play ball!
B)' Mike Frey
Stan Writer

ba~k-up centers, COl wards and
guards ready to play at all
times. Specialization helped the
Lakers advance to the Championship Series, but that same
specialization backfired when
the Lakers COUldn't get their
role players into the game when
they were needed.
Lakers' coach Pat Riley had
shot-blockers, pass· blockers,
three· point play specialists,
sprinters and shot putters. In
short, Riley had specialized
substitutes. That hurt him when
he had to call time outs to insert
his specialists. It gave Boston
time to catch their breath and
make adjustments.

rl'g Severin

Staff Writer

With summer just one week away, out.. door activities are on the rise and the SlU-C
intramural-recreational sports program
has a large schedule o~ events to keep even
the most active partici~nt busy.
Eighteen intramural sports are slated for
this summer, with softball and basketball
heading the list. Play begins June 25.
"Basketball and softball are always our
most popular sports," said Joyce Craven,
coordinator of intramural sports. "They're
. - the most basic team sports and are the most
requested. "
Because of the large international student
population during thf! summer, Craven said
mtramural sports is aiming some of its
activities toward U:em.
"'We've taken a lot of Oil!' traditional
sports, like tennis and racquetball, and
Page 16, Daily Egyptian, JUne i4, 1984

have expanded them to mCiude table tennis
and badminton," Craven said. "Those two
sports are very popular with the international students."
Traditional sports, however, aren't the
only events being offered. Ultimate frisbee,
disc golf and horseshoe pitching begin in
early July, along with a two-person canoo
race setfor July 17.
"We always try to get an idea of the
students' needs," said Craven, "because
the students always want some kind of
activity."
Craven said her biggest worry in the
summer is the wea ther. If the weath~r $i;ays
unbearably hot, she said, stu(li:nts t~nd to
stay indoors.
"We're heading into the very hot months
and the outdoor sports will suifer,
especially if the weather stays like it has
this week," Craven said. "People just can't
stay outsic.ie for very long. "

All outdoor sports will begin between 4
p.m. and 7 p.m. Volleyball, normally an
outdoor sport, will be moved indoors for the
summer. Indoor sports will start at 5 p.m.
and end at 9 p.m.
Intramural sports offers three different
skill levels for the participants. The "A"
classification is for the more advanced
athlete, while the"B" level is for the intermediate athlete. The "c" division is
purely recreational and is more structured.
"We get some very (:ompetltive teams in
all classifications." Craven said. "But just
because the skill level is different doesn't
mean the competitive level is any different."
The "A" captain's meeting for the team
events has been scheduled for Monday at
the Recreation Center and it is the last day
to register for a team. Craven said studen~
can sign up for a team at the information
desk in the RecreatiCl1l Center.

SIl:-C women's track coach
Don DeNoon used the break
between spring and summer
semesters to bring in his first
class of recruits.
DeNoon, who recently completed his first season as a
Saluki coach by leading the
women to a third-place finish in
the Gateway Conference, signed
three athletes. The trio are
expected to make major contributions to the SIU-C squad
next spring.
The top recruit is Felecia
Veal, from Saginaw, Mich. Veal
was the Michigan state
champion in the 1l0-yard
hurdles In 1983. Her 14.2 time in
the event is slightly better then
the SIU-C record (14.7) set by
Mary Shirk in 1978.
DeNoon said Veal shl)uld be
ablt.! to qualify for the NCAA
finale; in hill" freshman season.
"She's certainly one of the top
hurdlers in the country,"
DeNoon said. "A lot of other
schools (including Nebraska,
two-time indoor national
champiOns) wanted her badly.
With her ability, she'll have an
instant impact on our program.
Her best time would have come
close to winning the conference
last spring."
Veal was undefeated in the 110
hurdles this season. She is also
an outstanding quarter-miler
and will be counted on to help
replace graduated senior Debra
Davis. Davis is SIU-C's second
all-time leading scorer,
"Felecia is going to shore up a
weak area in the lOO-meter
hurdles and make us just as
strong as we have been in other
areas," DeNoon said. "Her
range in different events will be
a lUXury and will make our team
even more solid."
The other two signees,
Patricia Kelly of Staten Island,
N.Y. and Dawn Nease of
Parkersburg, W. Va., will run
both cross country and track for
the Salukis.
Kelly led Tottenville High
School to a fourth-place finish in
New York cross country. She
finished eighth in the New York
StatE' io'e:leration Cross Country
Championships in 1982 and 1983.
DeNoon said he is counting on
See TRACK, Page 15

